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ABSTRACT

A large literature treats take-up of commitment contracts, in the form of choice-set restrictions or 
penalties, as a smoking gun for time-inconsistency or self-control problems (for short, “present 
focus”). This paper develops techniques for inspecting this assumption, presents new field-
experimental results that challenge it, and provides an alternative approach to measuring present 
focus. Theoretically, we show that in a standard model of quasi-hyperbolic discounting, demand 
for commitment is unlikely when there is some uncertainty about the future. In a field experiment 
with 1292 members of a fitness facility, we test for the presence of imperfect perception of 
contract value and experimenter demand effects in commitment contract take-up by offering 
contracts both for going to the gym more and for going to the gym less. We find that there is 
significant take-up of both types of contracts, and that individuals who take up contracts to go to 
the gym more are the most likely to take up contracts to go the gym less. These starkly conflicting 
choices are inconsistent with all standard models of present focus, and suggest that offers of 
commitment contracts may not be well-targeted policy tools. However, we show that a 
combination of belief forecasts and elicitations of willingness-to-pay for piece-rate incentives 
provides more robust identification of present focus and people’s awareness of it. We apply the 
methodology to our experimental results to obtain estimates of the partially sophisticated quasi-
hyperbolic discounting model.
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1 Introduction

One of the central insights from economic models of time inconsistency and costly self-control (for
short, “present focus”) is that people should desire incentives and mechanisms that help them alter
their own future behavior (Strotz, 1955; Laibson, 1997; O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999; Heidhues and
Kőszegi, 2009; Sprenger, 2015). A large and growing literature has tested this insight by analyzing
the demand for “commitment contracts” that allow people to restrict their own future choice set or
to impose penalties for certain (mis)behaviors.1

As shown in Table 1, there are thirty-one empirical studies of commitment contract take-up as
of the writing of this paper, spanning domains such as savings, health, and work effort, with all but
two written in the last ten years. The take-up rates in these studies are remarkable: on average
35% of participants are willing to choose self-imposed penalties and 46% of participants are willing
to restrict their own choice-sets.

Demand for commitment is typically interpreted as “smoking gun” evidence for awareness of
present focus: if people voluntarily restrict their choice sets or agree to penalties with no financial
upside, what else could they be revealing other than a desire to change their future selves’ behavior?
Because of the “smoking gun” status, offers of commitment contracts are typically considered well-
targeted policy tools: they would be taken up by those with recognized self-control problems, but
would not impose restrictions on others.2

This paper presents new field-experimental results that suggest that take-up of commitment
contracts may not actually be a reliable indicator of (partial awareness) of present focus, nor a
reliable policy solution. Our new measurement techniques and results suggest that alternative
price-based mechanisms may be a more effective approach to both detecting and addressing present
focus.

Our work is motivated by two separate strands of prior literature. First, in contrast to the
popularity of commitment contracts in the literature, Laibson (2015) has highlighted that pure
commitment contracts (i.e. those that offer no possibility of financial gain) may be fundamentally
unattractive even to those who are aware they are present focused. Laibson uses numerical simula-
tions to show that modest uncertainty about the future can quickly erode the desire for commitment
contracts—ultimately conjecturing that in theory, take-up of commitment contracts is a “hothouse
flower that survives only under special parameterizations”.3 This insight is consistent with the fact
that there are relatively few examples of pure commitment contracts outside of behavioral economics
experiments (Laibson, 2015, 2018; Ericson and Laibson, 2019) and suggests that it is something of
a puzzle as to why we see so much take-up in behavioral economics experiments.

1As an example, a penalty-based commitment contract has the following general structure. An individual places
X dollars at stake to reach a future goal. If the individual is unsuccessful, the X dollars is lost and if successful, the
X dollars is returned to the individual. On net, the expected monetary returns of such contracts are bounded at
zero.

2A number of theoretical investigations show how commitment contracts can emerge as optimal policy; see, e.g.,
Bisin et al. (2015), Lizzeri and Yariv (2017), Beshears et al. (2019), Moser and de Souza e Silva (2019).

3Bernheim et al. (2015) also show that commitment contracts interfere with internal self-control strategies, which
could make them especially undesirable in environments with sufficient uncertainty.
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A possible resolution to this puzzle comes from a second literature: the large and growing body
of work in psychology, neuroscience, and economics showing that neural constraints generate a form
of “stochastic valuation errors” in the perception of incentives (see Woodford 2019 for a recent
review). Such imperfect perception implies that when making a choice about taking up a contract,
some individuals might erroneously perceive it as valuable even when it is not. Stochastic valuation
errors pose a particularly problematic confound in binary-choice experiments, like the those offering
commitment contracts, because errors in binary choice will generically not be “mean-zero” (e.g.,
Aigner, 1973; Hausman, 2001). On top of this, experimenter demand effects could generate similar
problems. Experiments that offer contracts that require some mental effort to assess can thus
generate substantial take-up even if the contract would not be valuable for many people.

Our field experiment reveals patterns of commitment contract take-up that are inconsistent
with standard theories of present focus, but are consistent with imperfect perception and demand
effects. At the same time, we develop experimental techniques that are more robust to perceptual
constraints, and deploy them to provide new estimates of present focus.

We begin with a model of quasi-hyperbolic discounting that incorporates uncertainty about
the future costs of action. We provide formal theoretical results that generalize Laibson’s (2015)
numerical results and highlight that modest uncertainty about whether an action will be desirable
in the future erodes the value of pure commitment contracts for that action. Our field setting,
exercising at a fitness facility, is one where uncertainty about the future desirability of action is
likely. Although many people may believe that they use the gym less than they should due to
present focus, there is enough potential for future shocks (e.g., work schedules, health and injury,
weather) that few could say with certainty that committing to a particular goal would allow them
to reach that goal with certainty.

When imperfect perception of contract value is introduced to the model, however, even unde-
sirable contracts can be selected by an agent. The model with imperfect perception makes a series
of predictions in the context of gym attendance: (1) people will not only take-up commitment con-
tracts to go to the gym more, but also contracts to go to the gym less; (2) the demand for both
“more” and “less” contracts will be correlated in within-subjects experiments; and (3) increasing
people’s awareness of their present focus will decrease demand for “more” contracts.

These predictions are borne out in a field experiment conducted with 1,292 members of a fitness
facility. In a key component of this experiment, we elicited demand for commitment contracts tied
to attending the gym at least 8, 12, or 16 times over the next month. For each of these thresholds,
participants chose between an unconditional payment of $80 regardless of how often they used the
gym and receiving $80 conditional on attending at least as many times as that threshold. The
conditional options are pure commitment contracts since they feature no financial upside. We find
that substantial shares of participants chose these commitment contracts (64% for 8+ visits, 49%
for 12+ visits, and 32% for 16+ visits).

However, because we were sensitive to the role that imperfect perception and experimenter de-
mand effects could play in experimental choices, we also gave participants a set of novel commitment
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options to go to the gym less. We asked participants to choose between receiving $80 uncondition-
ally or conditional on going to the gym fewer than 8, 12, or 16 times over the next month. We find
that 28-34% of participants chose these commitment contracts. This take-up is not concentrated
only on participants who think these contracts will not be binding for them: those whose expected
attendance in the absence of incentives is well above the contract threshold are almost as likely to
take-up the contracts as those below the contract threshold.

Taken at face value, these choices could imply that a substantial fraction of participants are either
“future-focused” or perceive going to the gym to be a “temptation good.” However, we find that
the take-up of “more” and “fewer” contracts at each threshold is significantly positively correlated.
This is inconsistent with using commitment contracts as a self-control strategy but is consistent with
imperfect perception or experimenter demand effects. We rule out other explanations for our results,
such as participants simply confusing the “fewer visits” contracts for the “more visits” contracts, or
participants simply disengaging and not taking their decisions seriously.

Despite individuals having imperfect perception of contract value, our results are consistent
with prior literature in showing that individuals receiving the contracts do change their behavior.
This suggests that simply documenting the effect of commitment contracts on behavior change
is insufficient for welfare analysis—individuals who take them up and consequently change their
behavior may be individuals who most miscalculated the contract value, rather than individuals
who are most in need of additional motivation due to their present focus.

A further prediction of our imperfect perception model is that making people more aware of
their own present focus can decrease their demand for commitment contracts. In the presence of
uncertainty about the costs of exercising in the future, penalty-based commitment contracts appear
most harmful to individuals who are more aware of their present focus because they know they will
fail the contract more often. It will take larger degrees of valuation errors or demand effects to
get these individuals to “mistakenly” choose the commitment contract. In order to investigate this
hypothesis, we tested information treatments aimed at debiasing overoptimistic beliefs about using
the gym. In the first wave of the experiment, the treatment simply showed participants information
about their past attendance at this gym, but this had no effect on their beliefs or choices. In Waves
2 and 3, we then introduced a second, enhanced information treatment that motivated participants
to internalize information on past attendance and also informed them about the overestimation by
prior participants. This treatment significantly reduced overestimation of future gym attendance.

Consistent with our theoretical predictions, the enhanced information treatment reduced the
take-up of commitment contracts for more gym attendance by an average of 7 percentage points
(p-value = 0.02). Although some studies have explored correlations between commitment contract
demand and proxies for perceived present focus (e.g., Ashraf et al., 2006; Augenblick et al., 2015;
Kaur et al., 2015; John, 2019), our study is the first to report a causal estimate. The prior evidence on
correlations is mixed, with some studies finding positive correlations between measured impatience
and commitment demand (Augenblick et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2015) but others finding a negative
correlation (Sadoff et al., 2019; John, 2019). Our results suggest that settings with high take-up
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of commitment contracts could be settings in which individuals are particularly naive and perceive
contract value imperfectly, rather than particularly sophisticated.4

These empirical results suggest that inferring present focus from commitment take-up can be
problematic, but we introduce a new method for estimating present focus models, which we show
is more robust to imperfect perception and demand effects. Building on a design feature first
introduced by Acland and Levy (2015), as well as theoretical insights introduced in DellaVigna
and Malmendier (2004), the method combines people’s forecasts of future attendance with their
willingness to pay for piece-rate incentives for attendance.

We utilize this method for assessing participants’ desire to change their future selves’ behavior.
We find a significant average willingness to pay to change behavior in our sample. On average,
participants value an additional $1 in the per-day incentive level by between $0.55 and $1.40 more
than they expect to earn from that additional $1. Given that, on average, a $1 incentive increases
expected attendance by 0.67 visits, this implies that participants were willing to pay between $0.83
and $2.10 to induce an additional gym visit.

We show that in the quasi-hyperbolic model of discounting, these statistics imply a perceived
short-run discount factor (β̃) in the range of 0.74 to 0.93. However, we find that participants are
on average not fully sophisticated, as they overestimate their future attendance. We use these gaps
between beliefs and reality to identify the ratio of actual to perceived present focus. Taken together,
the evidence strongly implies partial but not full sophistication.

We find that the enhanced information treatment aimed at debiasing overoptimistic beliefs
significantly increased our measure of WTP for behavior change. This contrasts with how the
debiasing intervention lowered the demand for commitment contracts and bolsters the interpretation
that at least part of the effect of the treatment on beliefs can be attributed to reducing naivete about
present focus.

Our contributions to the literature are threefold. First, while the tradeoff between commitment
and flexibility has been acknowledged, existing theoretical results in the literature are of a qual-
itative nature. Laibson (2015) is the one exception, reporting numerical results from a uniform
distribution of task completion costs. We provide general mathematical results for arbitrary proba-
bility distributions about task completion costs, and for a range of economic environments including
static, dynamic, and continuous choice.

Second, we provide evidence that imperfect perception and demand effects could be an important
component of the demand for commitment contracts. Remarkably, only sixteen of the thirty-one
studies in Table 1 ever even mention potential confounds, and only eight discuss the confounds in
depth as potential drivers of demand.5 We propose what we think is a simple and direct test that

4As we discuss in Section 2.2, particular calibrations of future uncertainty could lead to a non-monotonic rela-
tionship between perceived present focus β̃ and commitment contract demand (as in Heidhues and Kőszegi, 2009;
John, 2019), which is not inconsistent with the empirical result. Bernheim et al. (2015) also predict that external
commitment devices could harmfully interfere with internal self-control strategies in environments where there is a
need for flexibility.

5We coded a study as discussing confounds if it used the keywords experimenter effects, demand effects, alternative
considerations, alternative explanations, confusion, noise, desirability bias, or Hawthorne effects. Eight discuss such
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could be incorporated in most future work: additionally offer participants commitment contracts
to do the opposite of the goal activity.

Imperfect perception and demand effects may help explain some puzzling patterns in prior stud-
ies of commitment contracts. For example, in an experiment on preferences over menus, Toussaert
(2019) finds that only one third of the participants in her experiment are fully consistent with any
model of time-inconsistency or costly self-control, and that 25% are at least one violation away from
all possible models. Imperfect perception and demand effects may also help explain why some prior
studies have found that those who show the least indication of present focus are sometimes more
likely to take up commitment contracts (Royer et al., 2015; Sadoff et al., 2019), or why some studies
find that over 90% of participants choose commitment contract thresholds that they would exceed
anyway (Kaur et al., 2015). People with small self-control problems and high motivation should
not benefit from commitment contracts, but they also are not likely to be harmed by them, so even
small amounts of valuation errors or demand effects could lead these people to take up commitment
contracts.6

Third, we provide estimates of both actual and perceived present focus in a field setting where
individuals have had opportunities to learn about themselves.7 Paserman (2008), Laibson et al.
(2018), and Martinez et al. (2018) estimate present focus using observational data, after assuming
either naivete or sophistication. Augenblick and Rabin (2019) estimate both parameters using a
“one-shot” laboratory task. Bai et al. (2018) and Skiba and Tobacman (2018) are closest to our
work in that they estimate both present focus and perceived present focus. Different from our
methods, their methodology relies on decisions to take up commitment contracts and the timing of
loan defaults, respectively. Our methods make use of what we think are the most transparent and
straightforward moments generated by models of partially sophisticated present focus: how people’s
expectations line up with reality, and how much they are willing to pay to change their future selves’
behavior.

We conclude the paper with a discussion of implications and suggested guidelines for future
work, as well as some implications for policy design with present focus. The results of our exper-
iment should not be taken to mean that take-up of commitment contracts only reflects imperfect
perception, or that commitment contracts are never a well-targeted intervention. Rather, our re-
sults raise the possibility of confounds, and our methodology provides some simple experimental

effects but consider them to be relatively minor determinants of commitment demand, and another eight mention
that they may in fact play an important role. For example, Exley and Naecker (2017) discuss demand effects, John
(2019) discusses intrahousehold conflict, Brune et al. (2016) discuss the desire to shield savings from one’s social
network, and Bonein and Denant-Boemont (2015) discuss the role of peer pressure in shaping commitment demand.
Sadoff et al. (2019) make the point that most of commitment demand in their study remains unexplained. Kaur et al.
(2015) and Schilbach (2019)are two exceptions that have noted that demand effects and imperfect perception could
affect take-up.

6See also Andreoni et al. (forthcoming) for an analogous finding in an experiment on ex-ante versus ex-post fairness.
Andreoni et al. (forthcoming) find that participants most likely to take up commitment to stick to their ex-ante choice
are the ones least likely to revise their choice; they suggest experimenter demand effects as an explanation for the
bulk of commitment take up.

7A larger lab experimental literature estimates present focus but not sophistication about present focus. See, e.g.,
Sprenger (2015) for a review.
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techniques for investigating this potential confound that can be easily incorporated into future work
on commitment contracts.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 introduces the theoretical model. Section 3 describes
the details of our field experiment design. Section 4 presents the results for take-up of commitment
contracts and Section 5 presents the results from the willingness to pay exercise. Section 6 presents
the results of the debiasing information intervention. Section 7 concludes.

2 Theoretical predictions and measurement techniques

In this section we begin by setting up and characterizing the predictions of a model of quasi-
hyperbolic discounters facing a task with stochastic immediate costs and deterministic delayed
benefits. We then augment this model to incorporate imperfect perception and experimenter demand
effects. We summarize the new implications of imperfect perception and demand effects in Section
2.3, and derive a more robust test of awareness of present focus in Section 2.4.

To keep the exposition as intuitive and concise as possible, we mostly summarize the intuition,
and state formal results in the appendix. In Appendix B we provide a step-by-step instructional
exposition of the results of a two-period model (one period for decision-making and one period for
action), which appeared in an earlier (and longer) version of this section. In Appendix D we then
generalize this to the general case of many periods. In Appendix E we also show that the results
generalize to continuous choice8 and to alternative models of limited self-control.

2.1 Quasi-hyperbolic preferences

We consider individuals who in periods t = 1, . . . , T have the option to take an action at ∈ {0, 1}.
This action generates immediate stochastic costs c realized in period t as well as deterministic
delayed benefits b realized in period T + 1. We only require that c > 0 with positive probability;
we do not preclude the possibility that on some “good days” individuals actually find immediate
pleasure in activities with delayed benefits such as exercise.

In period 0 individuals choose between contracts (y, P0, P1) that consist of a fixed transfer y
(which could be negative), a contingent reward P0

(∑T
t=1 at

)
≥ 0 that is decreasing in

∑T
t=1 at

and a contingent reward P1

(∑T
t=1 at

)
≥ 0 that is increasing in

∑T
t=1 at. We normalize so that

P0(T ) = P1(0) = 0. All financial payments are received period T + 1. We label the different
components of the contract the way that we do because this formulation is particularly convenient
for formalizing the role of imperfect perception in Section 2.3.

To illustrate the possible contracts, if at represents going to the gym and x =
∑T

t=1 at is total
attendances, then a contract (−p, 0, P1), with P1(x) = p · 1x≥r, is a penalty-based commitment
contract for attending the gym at least r times: the individual loses p unless she goes to gym at

8With continuous choice, some minimal restrictions on behavior are typically desired, as established by Amador et
al. (2006) and others. However, this work does not establish how significant optimal restrictions can be in the presence
of uncertainty; in particular, all but the mildest restrictions could be suboptimal in the presence of uncertainty. We
provide results about how much uncertainty it takes to erode demand for a given penalty contract.
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least r times. Conversely, a contract (−p, P0, 0), with P0(x) = p·1x<r, is a penalty-based contract for
not going to the gym r times or more. In Section 2.4 we consider piece-rate incentive contracts such
as (0, 0, P1) , with P1(x) = px, but for Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we focus on penalty-based commitment
contracts with no financial upside, as well as choice-set restrictions that can be thought of as the
limit case of infinite penalties.

We assume that individuals have quasi-hyperbolic preferences given by U t(ut, ut+1, . . . , uT ) =

δtut + β
∑T

τ=t+1 δ
τuτ , where ut is the period t utility flow. By construction, ut = −at · c for

1 ≤ t ≤ T and uT+1 = y + b
∑T

t=1 at + P0

(∑T
t=1 at

)
+ P1

(∑T
t=1 at

)
. Following O’Donoghue and

Rabin (2001), we allow individuals to mispredict their preferences: in period t, they believe that
their period t+ 1 self will have a short-run discount factor β̃ ∈ [β, 1]. For simplicity, we set δ = 1.
We use V (y, P0, P1) to denote the individual’s subjective expectation (give beliefs β̃) about utility
under contract (y, P0, P1).

2.2 With uncertainty about costs, quasi-hyperbolic preferences rarely generate
a demand for commitment

In this section we argue that the standard quasi-hyperbolic model rarely predicts a demand for
commitment, except in special cases with minimal uncertainty about the costs c.

To begin, note that commitment contracts for choosing at = 1 more often will be desired when
β̃ < 1 and there is little uncertainty about the action at = 1 being desirable from the period t = 0

perspective. For example, suppose that the costs c are always smaller than the delayed benefits b,
but that the individual thinks that because of present focus she may sometimes choose a = 0.

More generally, when there is only a small chance that immediate costs will exceed the delayed
benefits, individuals with β̃ < 1 will want penalty-based contracts as long as β̃ is not too low. If β̃
is too low, then the penalties will lead to financial losses that are too large in magnitude relative to
the desired behavior change. This line of logic can be used to to establish that when there is a small
chance that costs exceed benefits, there will be demand for commitment by some individuals, and
it will be non-monotonic in β̃. This result is formally established in Appendix B, and is analogous
to the results of Heidhues and Kőszegi (2009) and John (2019).

However, such results about (non-monotonic) demand for commitment depend on strong as-
sumptions about how much uncertainty there is about the costs of doing the action. As a simple
illustration for the case of T = 1, Figure 1 summarizes commitment contract demand for the case
in which c is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. For the uniform case, the bounds of the proposition
are sharp: individuals want commitment contracts if and only if b+ (1− β̃)b ≤ 1.9

As an example of the numerical results, suppose that the benefit is 0.8, which implies that the
costs exceed the benefit only 20% of the time and never by more than 25% in magnitude. Although
this is an arguably modest amount of uncertainty, in this case, an individual with β̃ = 0.8 would

9Interestingly, for the uniform case, if individuals want a commitment contract at all then they prefer one that
is binding. The sharpness of the bounds and the “all or nothing” nature of demand are specific to the uniform
distribution.
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never have demand for any kind of commitment contract.
Such results are not special to the uniform distribution. Since particularly high draws of c are

what make commitment contracts particularly costly, the thin-tailed uniform distribution overstates
the amount of uncertainty it would take to erode demand for commitment. In Appendices B and D
we provide formal results that generalize the uniform distribution example to a broad class of other
distributions, and show that that the standard quasi-hyperbolic model predicts that there should
not be demand for commitment when there is at least a moderate chance that costs exceed delayed
benefits.

There are two key conditions on the distribution of cost draws under which demand for com-
mitment is eroded. First, the chances of getting a cost draw under which it is suboptimal to take
the action (c > b) are at least as high as the chances of getting a cost draw under which the time
t = 0 individual thinks she should choose a = 1 but thinks that her time t = 1 self will not do so
(c ∈ [β̃b, b]). Second the cost draws exceeding b are not all concentrated at a point only slightly
higher than b—more formally, this translates to the density function of c not decreasing faster than
1/c2 in the region [b, b + (1 − β̃)b]. The condition that the density does not decrease faster than
1/c2 is satisfied by the uniform distribution as well as by most other distributions that put sufficient
mass on [b, b+ (1− β̃)b].

2.3 Commitment take-up with imperfect perception and demand effects

In light of these results, we reexamine why individuals choose commitment contracts. One possibility
is that there is limited uncertainty regarding future costs of the activity. Another possibility is that
individuals do not behave according to the standard quasi-hyperbolic model we have presented in
Section 2.1.

Because evaluating incentives for future behavior is complicated, individuals may do so imper-
fectly, based on imperfect perception of the value of commitment contracts. This is in line with a
long intellectual history of measuring and modeling stochastic valuation errors in individuals’ de-
cisions, starting from Block and Marschak (1960), continuing with Quantal Response Equilibrium
(McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995), and recently gaining prominence in a variety of new approaches to
bounded rationality (e.g., Woodford, 2012; Wei and Stocker, 2015; Khaw et al., 2017; Natenzon,
2019). We refer to this mechanism as imperfect perception.

Another reason is that some individuals simply like to say “yes” to offers, feel pressure to do so
(DellaVigna et al., 2012), or falsely trust that the authority offering the contracts must be offering
something valuable We refer to this possibility as “demand effects.”

Formally, we suppose that for a given decision j, individual i behaves as if her expected utility
under contract (y, P0, P1) is

V̂ (y, P0, P1) = βy + εijV (0, P0, P1) + ηi1(P0,P1)6=0 (1)

where 1(P0,P1)6=0 is an indicator that at least some contingent incentives are involved. The εij term
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captures “stochastic valuation” leading to imperfect perception of contract value, which we assume
does not affect the certain incentive y.10 The ηi term captures experimenter demand effects. We
model this term as additive to reflect the common intuition that social motives such as social
desirability bias have a smaller percentage effect at larger stakes. We also allow for the possibility
ηi < 0 to capture “reactance effects”: doing the opposite of what one perceives the authority wants.
For simplicity, we assume that ηi and εij are unrelated to βi and β̃i.

For short, we refer to the choice implied by (1) as the imperfect perception model. This reduced-
form model, which is most similar to the Quantal Response Equilibrium models, is not consistent
with all types of seemingly irrational choices. The individual would never turn down a contract with
only financial upsides that incentivizes choosing at = 1; that is, a commitment contract of the form
(y, 0, P1) with y ≥ 0. This property of the model is in line with our data: almost no individuals
choose “obviously dominated” incentive structures like “$0 for sure” instead of “$20 for sure.”

As we show formally in Appendix B and D, the imperfect perception model generates three
intuitive predictions, which we state here in the exercise context for concreteness. The commitment
contracts we consider here are threshold penalty contracts—individuals lose an amount p if they do
not meet a certain threshold for attendance (“more exercise” contracts) or they lose an amount p if
they do exceed a certain threshold for attendance (“less exercise” contracts).

1. Individuals will demand commitment contracts to both exercise more and to exercise less.

2. There will be a positive correlation between take-up of commitment contracts to exercise more
and take-up of commitment contracts to exercise less.

3. Increasing individuals’ sophistication about their present focus will decrease their demand for
commitment contracts to exercise more.11

The intuition for the first prediction is that imperfect perception or demand effects can lead indi-
viduals to choose undesirable contracts.

The second prediction can result from two different mechanisms. First, if some individuals just
like to say “yes” (ηi > 0) and some do not, then the individuals who like to say “yes” will tend
to take up both types of contracts, while the other individuals will tend to not take up any kind
of contract. Second, if commitment contracts would generally look unappealing to individuals in
the absence of imperfect perception, then individuals with the highest variance in the stochastic
valuation term ε will be the most likely to take-up both types of contracts.

10We model error terms εij as multiplicative to reflect that, setting aside social motives, individuals are likely to
have fairly accurate valuations of contracts in which the contingent incentives are small, and are not likely to perceive
contracts with no financial downside as harmful. But, our results hold for any type of mean zero errors around V ,
including errors that are more substantial at smaller stakes (because of, e.g., mental effort responding to stakes).
Formally, we just need E

[
V̂ (r, p0, p1)

]
= V (r, p0, p1) + ηi1(p0,p1)6=0.

11Interestingly, the converse does not hold for commitment contracts for a = 0. That is, it does not hold that
the likelihood of choosing a commitment contract for a = 0 is decreasing in β̃. Intuitively, this is because a lower β̃
dampens the impact of financial incentives in both cases, and thus makes penalty-based contracts potentially more
harmful in both cases.
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The intuition for the third prediction is that under moderate to large uncertainty, the perceived
harms of a commitment contract are decreasing in β̃ in the standard quasi-hyperbolic model without
imperfect perception (see Appendix B and D). Intuitively, the less well-behaved an individual
thinks he is, the more likely he thinks he is to incur the commitment contract penalty, and with at
least moderate uncertainty, that trumps the potential benefits of behavior change induced by the
contract. Although in the standard quasi-hyperbolic model these conditions would lead individuals
to never choose a commitment contract, in our imperfect perception model individuals still choose
the contract, but with a propensity that is decreasing in the expected harms in the standard model.

2.4 More robust tests of demand for behavior change

Although our imperfect perception model implies that commitment contract demand could be a
poor indicator of actual awareness of self-control problems, we provide alternative techniques for
testing whether the average perceived present focus, E[β̃i], is less than one.

Consider an incentive contract that pays the agent p every time she chooses a = 1,
(

0, 0, p
∑T

t=1 at

)
.

Define an individual’s willingness to pay for the contract, wi(p), to be the smallest y such that the
individual prefers (y, 0, 0) over

(
0, 0, p

∑T
t=1 at

)
. Define αi(p) to be individual i’s expectation of∑T

t=1 at under the contract. In Appendix A we establish the following result:

Proposition 1. Assume that the costs in each period t are independently distributed according to
smooth density functions. Then

d

dx
E[wi(x)]|x=p = E

[
αi(p) + (bi + p)(1− β̃i)α′i(p)

]
. (2)

for all p > 0. If additionally the terms
{

(∆p)n dm

dpmE[αi(p)]
}
{n≥2,m≥2}

are negligible, and if E[ηi] = 0

or p > 0, then

E[w(p+∆p)−w(p)] ≈ (∆p)
E[αi(p+ ∆p)] + E[αi(p)]

2
+E

[
(bi + p+ ∆p/2)(1− β̃i)(αi(p+ ∆p)− αi(p))

]
(3)

The assumptions about negligible terms that produce (3) are essentially the same as those in the
canonical Harberger (1964) formula of the deadweight loss of taxation: the change in incentives is
not too large and curvature of the behavior response is negligible in the region of incentive change.

To obtain intuition for the proposition, consider first the case in which β̃i = 1 for all i. Then,
Proposition 1 states that on average, time-consistent (or fully naive) individuals should value a
marginal $1 increase in the contingent reward p by approximately the average of their expectations
of choosing at = 1. For example, if an individual perceives that he will choose at = 1 seven times
in expectation, then a marginal $1 increase should be worth approximately $7.00 to this individual.
This condition is an immediate corollary of the Envelope Theorem when utility is quasilinear in
money, and does not depend on any specific assumptions of our model—it holds as long as expected
behavior is a differentiable function of incentives.
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Valuations that are in excess of the β̃i ≡ 1 benchmark are due to a demand for behavior change
that results from β̃i < 1. This demand for behavior change depends on (i) the perceived “internality”
from present focus, (bi + p + ∆p/2)(1 − β̃i) and (ii) the degree to which the incentive is perceived
to change behavior, αi(p+ ∆p)− αi(p).

This formula allows individuals’ valuations to be stochastic and subject to demand effects. The
model in Section 2.3 implies that the difference in WTP for two different incentive levels, w(p +

∆p)− w(p), is an unbiased estimate of how much an individual would value the incentive increase
in the absence of demand effects or imperfect perception (when p > 0). Intuitively, the mean-zero
decision error generated by εij translates to mean-zero decision error in people’s willingness to pay
for a ∆p increase in piece-rate incentives, w(p + ∆p) − w(p). The fixed demand effects ηi are
differenced out from w(p+ ∆p)− w(p) when p > 0. The formula also continues to hold if in place
of individuals’ true beliefs αi(p) we use elicited beliefs α̂i(p), which may be noisy, as long as α̂i(p)
is an unbiased estimate of α(p) for p > 0.12

Equation (3) motivates our measure of “per-dollar willingness to pay for behavior change” that
we utilize in our empirical analysis:

E[w(p+ ∆p)− w(p)]

∆p
− E[αi(p+ ∆p)] + E[αi(p)]

2
(4)

Core to this result is that the range of WTP can range from below to above expected earnings,
meaning that the measure of WTP for behavior change can range from negative to positive.13

Restricting WTP for a commitment contract, as in Milkman et al. (2014), would mechanically lead
to an upward bias in valuations, since negative draws of errors in valuation would be censored at 0
while positive draws of errors would be uncensored. Similarly, presenting experimental participants
with a continuous commitment contract range of many possible penalties or targets as in, e.g., Kaur
et al. (2015), would lead to bias if the range only allows participants to commit to doing more of
something, but not less of something.

Variations of our imperfect perception model in which valuation errors not mean-zero, or in
which demand effects rise with stakes, would invalidate the methodology we propose here (along
with using commitment demand as a measurement tool). Our claim is that our methodology is more
robust than using commitment demand as a measurement tool—but it is, of course, not perfect.

Quasilinearity in money is also an important assumption for identification of β̃, and is plausible
for the relatively modest incentive sizes that are offered in field experiments such as ours.14 If
participants are non-negligibly risk averse over small amounts of money, then this methodology
underestimates the WTP for behavior change, and overestimates β̃. Allcott et al. (2019b) extend

12Systematic over-statement of true beliefs such that E[α̂i(p)] > E[αi(p)] would make this a particularly conserva-
tive test, as this would bias against us finding a demand for behavior change.

13Note that even though our experiment imposed a lower bound of $0 for WTP for a piece-rate incentive, the
multiplicative nature of errors in our model imply that the perceived valuations for a piece-rate incentive cannot be
below zero. Intuitively, individuals should not perceive the value of a positive piece-rate incentive as negative.

14Consistent with this, we do not find any relationship between WTP for the piece-rate incentives and our elicited
measure of risk aversion.
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our methodology to a richer consumption-savings setting with interdependent payoffs and infinite
time horizons, and provide a generalization that allows estimates of β̃ in the presence of risk aversion
and income effects.

3 Experimental design and sample for analysis

3.1 Design

Our study recruited members of a fitness facility in a large city in the Midwest U.S. The facility is
affiliated with a private university, offering subsidized memberships to graduate students, faculty,
and staff, but is also open to the public. The university has a separate facility for undergraduate
students.

Members of the facility were recruited to participate in a study that consisted of an online
component followed by four weeks of observation of gym attendance. The online component elicited
beliefs about gym attendance and preferences over contingent incentives for using the gym during
the following four weeks. Members were assigned to attendance incentives at the end of the online
component. The study was open for three recruitment periods starting in October 2015 and ending
in March 2016. During each recruitment period, the study was advertised through email invitations
and flyers posted near the gym. The study was open to any gym member for a two week period in
each enrollment wave.15

The study was conducted in three waves. Enrollment was limited to people over the age of 18
who had held memberships over the past eight weeks and who had not participated in the study
during any prior wave. Over the three waves, 4,953 members were emailed invitations to participate
and 1,292 participated. Waves 1, 2, and 3 had 350, 528, and 414 participants, respectively.

The online component contained six sections. The first section elicited consent. The second
through fourth sections included information provision, piece-rate incentives, and commitment con-
tracts respectively, which we summarize in detail below. The fifth section collected demographic
information, and the sixth section administered a randomly selected incentive package to each par-
ticipant. Appendix Figure A.1 shows the ordering of all parts of the online component of the
study.

3.1.1 Past attendance and information treatment

The first section of the online component asked participants about their past gym attendance and
elicited participants’ beliefs and goals regarding their future gym attendance. First, all participants
were asked to estimate how many visits they had made in the past 100 days and how many days

15Because many gym members are university students or employees, we scheduled the four-week incentive periods
so as to avoid long breaks in the academic calendar. Thus, the first wave of the online component was in the fall
semester, the second wave was in the spring semester preceding spring break, and the third wave was in the spring
semester following spring break.
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they thought they should have gone, but did not. Next, participants were assigned to receive an
information treatment with 50% chance.

In Wave 1 of the study, the information treatment consisted of a graph showing the number of
visits made by the participant in each of the past twenty weeks (Figure 2(a)). Participants were
required to confirm whether they could see the graph in order to proceed to the next page. In
Waves 2 and 3, we enhanced the information treatment in two ways. First, participants were asked
to enter their best estimate for the average number of weekly visits they had made, while viewing
the graph of their past visits. We anticipated that this would prompt them to pay more attention
and better process the information. Second, participants were informed that participants from the
prior wave of the study had on average overestimated their future attendance by 1 visit per week
(Figure 2(c)).

Participants randomized into the control group (no information) did not see the graph of their
own past visits or information about the overestimates of other participants. Instead, they proceeded
directly to the elicitation of beliefs and goals regarding gym attendance over the next four weeks.
All participants were asked to give their “best guess” of the number of days they would visit over the
next 4 weeks (starting the Monday following the date of the online component), their goal number
of visits over that period, and their perceived probability of meeting their goal.

3.1.2 Piece-rate incentives

In the next section of the online component, participants were asked to consider six distinct piece-
rate (i.e., per day) incentive contracts for going to the gym. These incentives applied over the same
period for which they had reported beliefs and goals: the four weeks starting the Monday after
they completed the online component. The incentives were $1/day, $2/day, $3/day, $5/day, $7/day,
and $12/day. Each incentive was presented on a separate page, and the order of these pages was
randomized.

Participants were first asked to estimate how many days (0-28) they expected they would visit
the gym over the next four weeks under each incentive. On the same page, they used a slider to
indicate their willingness to pay (WTP) for this incentive; i.e., the largest possible fixed payment
over which they would prefer to receive the piece-rate incentive. Importantly, this WTP could be
as low as $0 and thus substantially below the expected earnings from the incentive. If participants
indicated the maximum WTP allowed by the slider (i.e., positioned it all the way to the right),
they were taken to a fill-in-the-blank question where they entered their willingness to pay.16 All
payments, both fixed and contingent, were to be paid out after the four-week period.17

16The minimum value on each slider was zero, and the maximum was the value of the per day incentive multiplied
by 30 so as to include (slightly more than) the maximum possible expected earnings. 7.4% of responses were at the
slider maximum. Of the subsequent fill in the blank responses, half indicated a willingness to pay that was actually
below the maximum, 23% indicated a willingness to pay equal to the maximum, and 27% indicated a willingness to
pay that was above the maximum.

17We originally designed the experiment for the purpose of quantifying the WTP for behavior change (section 5.1),
producing parameter estimates of the partially sophisticated model of quasi-hyperbolic discounting (Section 5.3),
and examining the degree to which sophistication is malleable by information provision (Section 6.4). We included
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The WTP elicitation used the incentive-compatible Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) mecha-
nism: at the end of the online component, participants would learn which of the questions had been
randomly chosen to apply to them, and which randomly chosen fixed payment would be compared
to their WTP to determine their outcome. If their WTP was above the randomly chosen fixed
payment, they would receive the piece-rate incentive. If their WTP was below the randomly chosen
fixed payment, they would receive the randomly chosen fixed payment.

The online component devoted several pages to developing participants’ understanding of how to
use a slider to indicate willingness to pay and to explain its incentive compatibility. It also included
two questions testing participants’ comprehension of the slider. Participants who answered one or
both of these questions incorrectly were given another chance to answer correctly before moving to
the next section of the online component. See Appendix I for details.

3.1.3 Commitment contracts

In the next section, participants were presented with commitment contract options targeting both
more and fewer visits over the same four-week period. For example, in all three waves, participants
were given the “more visits” commitment choice shown in Figure 3(a) and the “fewer visits” com-
mitment choice shown in Figure 3(b). The “more” and the “fewer” contract choices were presented
on separate pages, with the order randomized.

In Waves 1 and 2, participants made a series of binary choices between an unconditional $80
payment and $80 conditional on making “8 or more,” “12 or more,” “16 or more,” “7 or fewer,” “11 or
fewer,” and “15 or fewer” visits to the gym (i.e., a series of 6 choices). In Wave 3, this section of the
online component was modified. Participants were only asked to consider commitments to visit “12
or more” and “11 or fewer” days, but they were also asked for their beliefs about their probabilities
of meeting these commitments.18

3.1.4 Assignment of incentives

One question was randomly chosen to count for each participant. When the selected question
involved a piece-rate incentive, the participant’s WTP for that incentive was compared against a
randomly drawn fixed payment. Fixed payments were drawn from a mixture distribution with two
components: a uniform distribution from $0-$7 (mixture weight = 0.99), and a uniform distribution
from the full range of slider values (mixture weight = 0.01). The rationale for this distribution

commitment contract take-up questions to examine the β and β̃ of the participants who take up those contracts, and
to estimate the welfare effects of offering commitment contracts (i.e., how well-targeted they are). We included the
“fewer” questions for the purposes of examining the importance of imperfect perception and demand effects, if any,
which we did not have strong priors about at the initial stage.

18After observing the surprising patterns in commitment demand in Wave 1 (i.e., many participants chose both
“fewer” and “more” contracts), we sought to replicate the patterns in Wave 2 with no changes to the commitment
contract component. After the Wave 2 replication, we altered our design in Wave 3 to further investigate the
mechanisms of commitment contract demand. We elicited beliefs about the likelihood of meeting the thresholds
stipulated by the “more” and “fewer” contracts to rule out some alternative hypotheses not consistent with the model
we propose in Section 2.3.
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was to avoid the endogenous assignment of incentives to participants with higher WTPs for those
incentives.

Given this design, piece-rate incentives were exogenously assigned, with the exception of two
rare cases. The first case is when the fixed payment draw exceeded $7 (n=9). The second case is
when a participant indicated a WTP value within the $0-$7 range from which our fixed payments
were heavily drawn (n=32). In these two cases, participants with higher WTP values are more likely
to receive an incentive, which would bias our estimation of incentive effects on gym visits due to
selection. These 41 observations are excluded from the analyses in Sections 5.3, 6.1 and 6.4, which
rely on exogenous assignment of incentives.

We targeted a small number of questions with high probabilities of selection in order to power
our comparisons of the incentive effects. In Wave 1, the questions about the $2 and $7 piece-rate
incentives were each assigned a 0.33 probability of being chosen. To create a group that did not
face any incentive to visit the gym, the study also included a choice between a $0 per day incentive
and a $20 fixed payment, and this question was also chosen with 0.33 probability. The remaining
1% was a random draw from all six piece-rate incentives and commitment contract questions.19

The targeted incentives were varied in order to document the effects of different incentive sizes.20

In Wave 2, we shifted half of the probability mass at the $7 piece-rate incentive to the $5 piece-rate
incentive to better understand the curvature of attendance as a function of the linear incentives.
This shift resulted in the following incentive assignment probabilities: 33% for the $0 incentive; 33%
for the $2 incentive; 16.5% for the $5 incentive; 16.5% for the $7 incentive.

In Wave 3, we added a group that would receive $80 conditional on making 12 or more visits,
an attendance incentive equivalent to receiving one of the commitment contracts. Participants in
this group would receive the $80 conditional payment as long as they had chosen option (a) for the
question: “Which do you prefer? (a) $80 incentive you get only if you go to the gym at least 12 days
over the next four weeks or (b) $0 fixed payment – no chance to earn money.”21 Since an incentive
of $80 for 12 visits equals $6.67 per visit, we determined $7 to be the most comparable piece-rate
incentive. Thus, our assignment probabilities in Wave 3 were 33% for the $80 incentive to make
12 visits, 33% for the $0 incentive, and 33% for the $7 piece-rate incentive, to allow us to compare
their effects.22

19We informed the participants about this randomization scheme in the instructions by clarifying “To keep within
our grant budget, incentives and fixed payments with lower amounts are more likely to be randomly selected, but
every incentive and fixed amount we ask you about has some chance of being selected.”

20Our initial plan to target only two distinct incentive levels was based on conservative estimates of the number of
participants our budget would support and the potential variance of the incentive effects.

21Note that this is different from the question we used to elicit demand for commitment contracts, in which
participants chose between a fixed payment of $80 and the $80 conditional payment. This enabled us to observe
behavior under the incentive among both the participants who would and would not select into commitment contracts
on their own. All but five individuals (1.2% of Wave 3 participants) who were asked this question chose the $80
incentive over $0.

22After observing the surprising patterns in commitment demand in Wave 1, we sought to replicate the patterns in
Wave 2 with no changes to the commitment contract component. After the Wave 2 replication, we altered our design
in Wave 3 to further investigate the mechanisms of commitment contract demand. We randomized some participants
into actually receiving the commitment contracts, to make sure that we could replicate previous findings that the
commitment contracts do alter behavior (thereby also confirming that participants were not confused about the terms
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Although this variation of incentive scheme assignments across waves is not ideal for the analysis
in Section 5.3, we find that the participant pools look similar across waves, as shown in Appendix F.
We further include wave fixed-effects in relevant analysis below to account for the changing nature
of our survey across waves. The ex-post incentive assignment does not affect our other analyses.

3.1.5 Demographics and other questions

The next section of the online component collected demographics and checked numeracy.

3.1.6 Announcement of incentives

In the final section of the online component, participants learned which incentive, if any, they would
receive in the next four weeks. Participants received an email upon completion of the online compo-
nent that confirmed the incentive they were eligible for and explained that the four week incentive
period would begin on the Monday after they completed the online component. Afterwards, partic-
ipants were notified via email of their total number of visits and the total payment they had earned.
Final payments were disbursed via mailed checks.

3.1.7 Attendance data

Our measure of attendance is computed from participants’ swiping into the gym using their mem-
bership ID cards. Gym login records are potentially problematic if participants enter and leave the
gym to earn incentives without exercising. We do not believe this possibility is a major concern
because this behavior includes many of the costs of attending the gym (e.g., travel) but excludes
some benefits (e.g., exercise). We also introduced a new checkout procedure partway through the
study (in February 2016). Participants after that time were required to swipe out after attending
the gym for at least 10 minutes in order to get credit for a visit toward their incentive. Introducing
this procedure did not change visit patterns or the estimated incentive effects in the study and the
swipe-out records reveal that the vast majority of gym visits lasted substantially longer than 10
minutes.

3.2 Sample

Table 1 summarizes demographics, past attendance, recalled attendance, and desired attendance
for all participants in the study, as well as the difference between the information treatment and
control (no information) groups for Wave 1 and for Waves 2-3. The participant pool is 61% female
with a mean age of just under 34 years. 56% of the participants are either part or full time students,
57% work either part or full time, 27% are married, just under half hold an advanced degree, and
household income averages fifty-five thousand dollars. Participants averaged just over 22 gym visits
over the last 100 days in the computerized gym records, but recalled just over 30 visits over this

ex-post).
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same period.23 On average, participants also reported that there were 30.5 days in the last 100 days
when they thought they should have gone to the gym but did not.

Column 3 shows the p-values for a test for each variable that the treatment group mean equals
that of the control group for Wave 1. Column 5 shows the analogous p-values for Waves 2 and 3.
Overall, the results are consistent with good balance between treatment and control groups except
for the employment variable in Wave 1, where the treatment group works at a higher rate than
the control group. However, given the large number of tests (22), it is expected that one would be
significant at the 5% level.

Compared to samples in other field experiments on commitment contract demand—particularly
those involving low-income populations—our sample is more educated and numerate due to being
affiliated with a university. For example, 96.4% of our sample correctly answered two numeracy
questions from Lusardi and Mitchell (2007), which is significantly higher than the rate in the broader
U.S. population.24 Given this high numeracy, it does not seem likely that our sample is more sus-
ceptible to imperfect perception than the typical sample in commitment contract field experiments.

4 Take-up of commitment contracts

Unless otherwise noted, in this section, as well as in Section 5, we focus our analysis on the half
of the participant pool who did not receive any information treatment, i.e., the control group.
For appropriate analyses, we provide replications using the treated group in the appendices. In
Appendix G.2 and G.3, we show that the results of this section replicate for participants in the
information treatment groups.

4.1 Take-up of commitment contracts for more versus fewer visits

Table 3 shows the take-up rates for “more visits” commitment contracts for the three different visit
thresholds (8 days, 12 days, and 16 days). Column (1) shows that substantial shares of participants
selected the “more visits” contracts at each threshold. The take-up rate is declining in the threshold,
from a high of 64% at the 8-visit threshold to a low of 36% at the 16-visit threshold. These results
would typically be interpreted as clear evidence of widespread awareness of present focus, combined
with a presumably sensible desire to avoid thresholds that are too demanding.

The take-up rates in our study are comparable to the take-up rates in other studies. As Table
1 shows, while take-up rates are lower for studies that require participants to put their own money
at stake, take-up rates are much higher for studies like ours that feature “house money” or other
currency like course grade points. Overall, the take-up rates for penalty-based contracts that do

23The biased recollection is consistent with selective memory (e.g., Benabou and Tirole, 2002, 2004) as a potential
mechanism for the overestimation of future visits that we document.

24The percentage calculation question asks, “If the chance of getting a disease is 10 percent, how many people out
of 1,000 would be expected to get the disease?” The lottery division question asks, “If 5 people all have the winning
number in the lottery and the prize is 2 million dollars, how much will each of them get?” For comparison, in a
sample of 1,984 adults aged 51-56 in the 2004 HRS, the percentages answering each question correctly were 83.5%
(the percentage calculation) and 56% (the lottery division) (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2007).
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not require participants to put up their own money range from 36% to 73%, with an average of
44% for house money. The take-up rates for contracts that feature removal of options that do not
affect transactions with own money are even higher. Most similar to our contract options, Schilbach
(2019) also offers participants a choice between money for sure versus the same amount of money
only if participants stay sober, and finds take-up rates ranging from 37% to 55% for the commitment
option.

However, column (2) of Table 3 shows that a substantial fraction of this take-up may be due
to imperfect perception or demand effects—approximately one third of participants selected the
“fewer visits” contracts at each threshold as well. Under the standard interpretation of commitment
contracts as indicating a desire to influence one’s future behavior, take-up of these “fewer visits”
contracts would be interpreted as a reasonably large share of the population having either awareness
of future bias or perceiving visits to the gym as having immediate benefits and delayed costs.

However, the imperfect perception model in Section 2.3 not only predicts that some participants
will select the “fewer visits” contracts but also makes the stronger prediction that some participants
will select both types of contracts at the same threshold. Our within-subject design allows us to
examine this prediction. Columns (3) and (4) in the table show the shares of participants selecting
each type of contract conditional on selecting the other contract type for each threshold. Many
participants selected both the “more visits” and the “fewer visits” contracts at the same threshold.
In particular, among participants who selected “more visits” contracts at each threshold, nearly
half also selected the “fewer visits” contract at the same threshold. Choosing both contracts at
the same threshold is inconsistent with decisions driven by awareness of present focus, and thus a
strong indicator that imperfect perception or demand effects are prevalent in commitment contract
take-up.

Moreover, an even stronger prediction of the imperfect perception model is that not only will
some participants select both types of contracts, but that there will be a positive correlation in
the take-up of the two types of contracts. That prediction is also borne out in the data. The last
two columns show that participants who chose the “fewer” commitment contracts were significantly
more likely to choose the “more” commitment contracts, and vice versa.

While these results suggest valuation errors and demand effects, they do not imply that all take-
up of commitment contracts is explained by these confounds. Just over half of the participants who
selected “more visits” commitments at each threshold did not select the fewer visits contracts and
conversely for participants who selected “fewer visits” contracts. These patterns could be consistent
with some participants truly wanting to commit to attending the gym more, and some participants
wanting to commit to attending the gym less.

Imperfect perception and demand effects do not imply that the commitment contracts do not
affect behavior once they are assigned to the individuals. Consistent with the existing literature we
find a substantial effect on behavior. Recall that in Wave 3, we randomized some participants into
receiving the commitment contracts, and that for most participants this assignment was exogenous
to their stated desire to take up the contract. We find that assignment of a “12 or more” visits
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contract increased attendance by 3.22 visits (p-value < 0.01) for those participants who wanted
the contract, and by 4.00 visits (p-value < 0.01) for those who did not. At the same time, and
also consistent with prior work, we find that a substantial fraction of participants who took up the
contract subsequently failed to reach the target (36%).

Although these effects on behavior change are often interpreted as the commitment contracts
“working,” our results suggest that the effects on behavior change should not be equated with
standard welfare or efficiency metrics. To the extent that imperfect perception or experimenter
demand effects are a substantial driver of take-up, the contracts are not taken up by the individuals
whose whose attendance is below their individual optima.

4.2 Robustness

4.2.1 Participants don’t confuse “fewer visits” for “more visits” contracts

Although the reported patterns of behavior are consistent with the imperfect perception model
in Section 2.3, one could argue that an asymmetric error process could make take-up of “fewer
visits” contracts noisy while not affecting take-up of “more visits” contracts. For example, people
could mistake “fewer visits” contracts for “more visits” contracts. But the fact that some people
select “fewer visits” contracts without also selecting “more visits” speaks against this possibility as
an explanation for all choices. Moreover, the experimental instructions made a clear distinction
between the two types of contracts, presenting them together with the differences underlined for
emphasis (see Figure 3). For example, at the 12-visit threshold the “more visits” contract underlined
“at least 12” and the “fewer visits” contract underlined “11 or fewer.”

Another strategy for assessing whether asymmetric errors can fully account for the observed
patterns in take-up of “more visits” and “fewer visits” contracts is to look at the correlates of take-
up. If participants were simply confusing “fewer” contracts for “more” contracts, then any variable
that is positively correlated with perceived success in or take-up of a “more” contract should also
be positively correlated with perceived success in or take-up of a “fewer” contract.

Table 4 shows that participants differentiated between questions about perceived likelihood of
success in a “more” contract versus a “fewer” contract.25 Participants who expected to attend the
gym frequently in the absence of incentives were more likely to believe that they would meet the
terms of a “more” contract, and less likely to believe that they would meet the terms of a “fewer”
contract. Moreover, the positive and negative coefficients are not identified off of different subgroups:
when restricting to the subgroup who both chose more and fewer contracts, the coefficients remain
essentially unchanged. This implies that at least in answering the forecasting questions, participants
were not simply misreading the “fewer” contract to be the “more” contract.

In Table 5 we then look at how the perceived likelihood of success correlates with actual take-
up. As columns (1)-(3) of Table 5 show, beliefs about the likelihood of meeting the “12 or more”
visits threshold of the “more” contract are positively associated with choice of the “more” contract

25For Tables 3 and 4, we restrict our analysis to Wave 3, the only wave for which we elicited beliefs about the
likelihoods of meeting the commitment contract thresholds.
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but negatively associated with choice of the “11 or fewer” visits contract. The converse holds for
individuals who think that they are more likely to meet the “11 or fewer” visits threshold. These
patterns are consistent with our imperfect perception model, which predicts that the more damaging
the contracts would appear in the absence of imperfect perception or demand effects, the less likely
they would be chosen.

In Appendix G.3 we continue to build on this analysis and present correlations of commitment
contract take-up with (i) expected attendance in the absence of incentives, (ii) past attendance, and
(iii) desired “goal” attendance. Each of these three variables is significantly positively correlated
with take-up of “more” contracts, and significantly negatively correlated with take-up of “fewer”
contracts.

4.2.2 Results are not a consequence of disengagement from the study

In Section 3.1.4 we described two questions that offered a binary choice in which one of the choices,
$0, was clearly dominated by the other. These questions were given high probabilities of selection to
steer participants into either the group with a $20 fixed payment and no incentives for attendance
or the group with an $80 incentive to attend the gym 12 or more times. These questions also serve
to identify participants who may have been inattentive to the study instructions, or simply decided
to click through the study at random. Only 5 chose $0 over the $80 contingent incentive, and 13
chose $0 over a $20 fixed payment. This constitutes 1.4% of our participants, a proportion that is
far smaller than the fraction of individuals choosing the “fewer” contracts. This is consistent with
our modeling of imperfect perception, which predicts frequent choice of “fewer” contracts but no
choice of dominated options such as these. While the propensity for random choice is rarely tested
in field experiments, including experiments on commitment contracts, the 1.4% number compares
very favorably to validity checks in all online and lab experiments that we are aware of.

In addition to this direct test for disengaged random choice, we further included an attention
check and a comprehension check for the WTP elicitations (see questions in Appendix I). The
attention check presented a multiple-choice question to the participants but instructed them to
click the “next” button without filling out one of the choices, with the explanation that this would
indicate their attention to the question prompts. We find that 49 participants failed the attention
check and 61 failed the comprehension check about the WTP elicitation twice. To our knowledge,
these comprehension and attention rates compare favorably to all experiments that we are aware
of, even though these kinds of checks are rarely included in commitment contract field experiments
(indeed, the second one concerns a task that is unrelated to commitment contract choice).

Excluding participants who failed a comprehension check or attention check or chose a dominated
option lowers overall demand for the “fewer” contracts from 32% to 31%, and has no effect on
demand for the “more” contracts. While these tests cannot be guaranteed to identify all individuals
who disengaged or misunderstood some portion of the study, the lack of correlation between these
markers and demand for commitment contracts implies that disengagement or misunderstanding is
very unlikely to drive any portion of our results.
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Taken together, the results strongly suggest that our findings are not induced by random choices
of disengaged or confused participants, but rather by the deeper forms of imperfect perception or
demand effects proposed in Section 2.3. We infer from this that imperfect perception and demand
effects likely influence the take-up not only of the novel fewer contracts but also the more widely
used more contracts.

4.2.3 Results are not driven by participants for whom the contracts are not binding

Because our commitment contract offers are only weakly financially dominated, one concern might
be that some of our take-up is driven by individuals for whom the contracts are not really binding.
For example, individuals who choose the 11 or fewer contract could be individuals who would
already attend the gym 11 or fewer times in the absence of any discouragement. Such patterns of
choice appear to be prevalent in some studies, such as Augenblick et al. (2015), who find that there
is demand for commitments when the contracts have no price but that dramatically fewer people
choose them when there is even a small positive cost. However, other studies, such as Schilbach
(2019) do not find this phenomenon.

In our data it does not appear that much of the take-up is driven by individuals for whom
the contracts would be inconsequential. As shown in Appendix G.1, individuals whose expected
attendance exceeds the “fewer” threshold by 2 or 4 times are nearly as likely to select the “fewer
visits” contracts as the full sample. The same pattern holds for the “more visits” contracts. Perhaps
most importantly, the positive correlation between take-up of “more” and “fewer” contracts remains
unchanged when restricting to a subset of participants for whom either the “more” or the “fewer”
contract would be at least moderately binding.

At the same time, results such as those of Augenblick et al. (2015) could be an indicator of
the kind of imperfect perception that we model in Section 2.3. If commitment contracts offer
approximately no value to individuals and if the variance of the stochastic valuation error term ε is
small, then many individuals would choose commitment contracts at no price, but would abruptly
stop choosing them at a positive price. However, if the variance of the stochastic valuation error
term ε is non-negligible, then commitment contract demand would decline much less rapidly with
the price. Thus, while results such as those of Augenblick et al. (2015) are consistent with imperfect
perception of contract value, they by no means constitute a thorough test.

5 Willingness to pay for behavior change

Our results thus far call into question the assumption that take-up of commitment contracts implies
awareness of limited self-control. In this section we utilize the more robust methodology described
in Section 2.4 to provide evidence for awareness of limited self-control, as well as estimates of present
focus and naivete under additional assumptions.
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5.1 There is significant willingness to pay for behavior change

As shown in Proposition 1, a combination of willingness to pay (WTP) for piece-rate incentives as
well as beliefs data provides an alternative indicator of awareness of present focus.

Figure 4 graphs the average willingness to pay for piece-rate incentives elicited from our partic-
ipants for each of the six different piece-rate levels. The figure also shows the average subjective
expected earnings at that piece rate (i.e., the piece rate multiplied by the participants’ expected
number of visits). The WTP is above participants’ subjective expected earnings for low incentives,
where the subjective earnings roughly correspond to WTP from the β̃ = 1 benchmark. For exam-
ple, under a $1 per-visit piece-rate, participants believed that they would attend an average of 13.2
times but had an average willingness to pay for a $1 piece-rate incentive of $18.37, $5 more than
their subjective expected earnings. Consistent with the implication of equation (2), the WTP is
below expected earnings for high incentives.26

To create our aggregate measure of WTP for behavior change, we follow Proposition 1 to con-
struct our measure of per-dollar WTP for behavior change proposed in equation (4). If participants
are time-consistent, then the envelope theorem implies that under any set of assumptions that lead
expected earnings to be a smooth function of the incentive level, the value of a marginal increase in
the incentive level equals the increase in earnings generated by the increase in the incentive level.
To create our measure of WTP for behavior change, we contrast with how aggregate WTP changes
relative to that benchmark. In that sense, our measure is a “model-free” statistic that captures
deviations from the standard time-consistent model.

Formally, in equation (4) the per-dollar willingness to pay for behavior change when moving from
one incentive level pk to the next higher incentive level pk+1 is defined as the increase in willingness to
pay per dollar of incentive rise minus the average visit rate the participant expects at the two different
incentive levels. In other words, this is the deviation from the value of WTP (pk+1) −WTP (pk)

that would be implied by the β̃ = 1 benchmark.27 We calculate this value of behavior change for
each participant for each of the six piece-rate incentive increases (i.e., $0 to $1, $1 to $2,..., $7 to
$12), and then take the (unweighted) average across all participants and all incentive pairs.

We take the average, rather than analyze individual differences, because according to Proposition
1, the average statistic is the unbiased measure of mean willingness to pay for behavior change in
the presence of imperfect perception. Consistent with our conjecture of imperfect perception of
contract values, we find substantial variation in these valuation measures at the individual level.28

Figure 5 shows the average value across six incentive levels, as well as the average excluding the
26To see this formally, note that the derivative of expected earnings with respect to the incentive level p is given

by E[αi(p) + α′i(p)]. Thus as long as E[(bi + p)(1− β̃i)] < 1, which will be the case for moderate levels of perceived
present focus, d

dp
E[wi(p)] < E[αi(p) + α′i(p)].

27For example, the WTP for behavior change when moving from the $7 to the $12 incentive is the WTP for the
$12 incentive minus the WTP for the $7 incentive divided by five, minus the average of the expected days under the
$12 incentive and the expected days under the $7 incentive.

28For example, we observe that the estimated value of behavior change is negative for 34 percent of the individual
valuation measures. If we took those negative measures at face value, it would imply that participants have a desire
to reduce their gym use at some incentive levels 34 percent of the time. However, these negative values more likely
represent valuation errors in participants’ decisions about willingness to pay and/or their estimates of visit rates.
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valuation of increasing the piece-rate from $0 to $1, along with 95% confidence intervals computed
from estimates of heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. On average, participants exhibited
a valuation for behavior change of $1.40 per $1 of incentive increase. However, this valuation is
driven in part by an especially large estimated valuation for behavior change when moving from no
incentive to the $1 incentive. As Proposition 1 shows, if there are fixed demand effects (ηi, in the
notation of that section) influencing willingness to pay for contingent incentives, the more robust
measure of the valuation of behavior change involves only changes in positive piece-rate amounts.
This more conservative average is $0.55 per dollar of piece-rate increase, and is also statistically
significant.

A linear regression of expected attendance on the piece-rate incentives shows that participants
expect that, on average, a $1 change in piece rates will increase attendance by 0.67 visits (participant-
cluster-robust s.e. 0.014). This implies that our two measures of WTP of behavior change per dollar
of piece-rate incentives translate to WTPs of $2.10 per attendance when we include WTP for the
$1/visit incentive and $0.83 per attendance using the more conservative estimate that excludes
WTP for the $1/visit incentive.

5.2 Willingness to pay for behavior change does not correlate with commitment
contract take-up

Having established a positive willingness to pay for behavior change, a natural question to ask is
how it correlates with take-up of the “more” commitment contracts. A positive correlation would be
indicative that on average participants who are more likely to take up the contracts have a stronger
desire to change their behavior.

Table 6 shows that there is no correlation between our measure of willingness to pay for behavior
change and the take-up of commitment contracts. In these regressions, all commitment contracts
for more visits are pooled together and take-up is regressed on the z-score of estimated WTP for
behavior change. This WTP estimate is based on the WTP values given for all incentive amounts in
columns (1)-(2), or for incentive amounts excluding the $1 incentive in columns (3)-(4). In columns
(2) and (4), we control for the elasticity of each individual’s visit expectations with respect to
incentives. We find no significant correlations between the WTP values and commitment contract
take-up. The point estimates are close to zero when using the measure of average WTP across all
incentive levels, and are slightly negative when using the measure that excludes the $1 incentive
level. According to these estimates, a one standard deviation increase in WTP for behavior change
reduces the take-up of commitment contracts by up to 3 percentage points.29

We provide some evidence that imprecision of our measures is unlikely to fully explain this lack
of correlation by examining the within-person correlation in WTP measures and the within-person
correlation in uptake of different commitment contracts. We construct pairwise correlations between

29Under our assumption that the valuation error term εij is independent across different decisions j for a given
individual i, the error term cannot bias the covariance between these two measures upward or downward. The fixed
demand effect term ηi is eliminated from WTP measures that exclude the $1 incentive, and thus also cannot bias the
covariance between these two measures provided that the WTP for the $1 incentive is excluded.
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(individual level) estimates of WTP for behavior change at each different piece-rate incentive level
(e.g., correlation between WTP for behavior change at a $1 incentive and WTP for behavior change
at a $2 incentive). We also construct pairwise correlations of demand for the three types of “more”
commitment contracts (e.g. correlation between choosing the “8 or more” contract and choosing the
“12 or more” contract). We estimate that the average pairwise correlation of our measures of WTP
for behavior change is 0.18 (bootstrapped cluster-robust s.e. 0.06) and the average pairwise corre-
lation of demand for the different “more” contracts is 0.50 (bootstrapped cluster-robust s.e. 0.02).
These results show that, on average, the WTP for behavior change at one piece-rate incentive is not
so noisy that it is unassociated with the WTP for behavior change at another piece-rate incentive.
Likewise, the demand for one “more” contract is not so unpredictable that it is unassociated with
demand for a different “more” contract.

5.3 Parameter estimates

Our results so far provide evidence of some demand for behavior change, and thus that at least
some participants must have β̃ < 1. Here, we use these findings as sufficient statistics to derive
parameters estimates.

5.3.1 Estimates of β̃

We can use our model-free measures of willingness to pay for piece-rate incentives to provide es-
imtates of β̃ for a given value of delayed health benefits b. We use Proposition 1 and make the
additional assumption that b and β̃ are homogeneous across individuals (but not necessarily the
distribution of costs). Under these assumptions, equation (3) identifies β̃ for any two incentive
levels given (i) WTP for those incentives, (ii) expected beliefs at those incentives, and (iii) a value
of b.

If individuals are heterogeneous in β̃i, then our estimates in this section roughly correspond to
the average, E[β̃i]. Our methods obtain an unbiased estimate of E[β̃i] when

E
[
(bi + p+ ∆p/2)(1− β̃i)(αi(p+ ∆p)− αi(p))

]
= E[bi+p+∆p/2]E[1− β̃i]E[(αi(p+∆p)−αi(p)].

where ∆p is the increase in the piece-rate p. In other words, when there is no correlation between
delayed benefits bi, perceived present focus β̃i, and predicted changes in attendance αi(p + ∆p) −
αi(p). Positive correlations lead us to overestimate E[β̃i] while negative correlations lead us to
underestimate E[β̃i].30

Our experiment provides data on all of the requisite statistics other than b, which we calibrate.
In Appendix H.4 we provide public health and epidemiological evidence on the value of exercise,

30Technically speaking, there is a mechanical relationship between β̃i and αi(p+ ∆p)−αi(p), as α̃′i(p) ∝ β̃i, which
leads us to underestimate E[β̃i] in the presence of heterogeneity. However, this does not introduce a large bias as
this correlation is of order E[(1− β̃i)2]/E[β̃i] which is a small margin of error for β̃i close to 1. E.g., for present focus
parameters 0.8 this introduces a margin of error proportional to 0.04.
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which suggests per-attendance health benefits between $4 and $20. As such, we provide estimates
for b ranging from $1 to $20.

Formally, given our six positive piece-rate incentive values p1 < · · · < p6, we use equation (3) to
generate five moment conditions, one for each adjacent pair of incentives pi, pi+1 (i = 1, . . . , 5). We
use the WTP data corresponding to our second, more robust measure of WTP for behavior change,
excluding the WTP for increasing piece-rate incentives from $0 to $1. We estimate β̃ to be the
value that minimizes the weighted sum of squared differences between the left-hand-side and the
right-hand-side means of the five moments obtained from equation (3). We use a two-step estimator
as in Hall (2005) to obtain the efficient weights on the moment conditions, and we cluster standard
errors at the participant level. See Appendix H.2 for further details of the moment conditions and
the estimator.

Figure 6 presents the point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of β̃ for each value of b in
the range of $1 to $20. Overall, our estimates of β̃ range from approximately 0.74 for b = $1 to
approximately 0.93 for b = $20, with β̃ approximately 0.88 for the middling value of b = $10.

To see why our estimates of β̃ are increasing in b, recall that the higher is the health value of
exercise, the costlier is the perceived misbehavior 1− β̃ > 0, and thus the higher must be the WTP
for changing one’s future behavior through piece-rate incentives. Consequently, for a given set of
WTP data, a higher b must imply a lower 1 − β̃. Despite that, Figure 6 shows that the identified
set of β̃ is still relatively narrow. Intuitively, this is because the perceived cost of one’s future
misbehavior stems not only from losing out on the delayed health benefits b, but also from losing
out on the piece-rate incentives. And because most of our piece-rate incentives are reasonably large
relative to the range of plausible values of b, we obtain relatively tight bounds on β̃.

5.3.2 Estimates of β/β̃

The variation in piece-rate incentives, combined with forecasts of attendance under those piece-rate
incentives, also allows us to set-identify β, the actual short run discount factor, under additional
assumptions. The intuition for identification is as follows: Suppose that expected attendance at no
incentives is 20% higher than actual attendance and that a piece-rate incentive p∗ increases actual
attendance by 20%. Then that must imply that naivete leads people to overestimate how much
their future self values delayed benefits b by p∗/b.

Formally, we show in Appendix H.3 that perceived attendance α(p) and actual average atten-
dance α∗(p) can be expressed as α(p) = A(β̃(b + p)) and α∗(p) = A(β(b + p)), for a continuous
function A. Consequently, if α(0) = a∗(p∗), then β̃b = β(b+ p∗), and thus

β/β̃ = b/(b+ p∗). (5)

The key identifying assumption is that all overestimation of future behavior is due to naivete
about present focus; that is, due to β̃ > β. This assumption is probably too strong, as participants
may also overestimate future attendance due to planning fallacies that lead to an underestimation of
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the future hassle costs of gym attendance. Moreover, participants may overstate their actual beliefs
if they see the forecasting prompt as a more aspirational exercise.31 If some of the overestimation
is due to reasons other than naivete about β, then our procedure generates lower bounds on β/β̃.

Because the identification strategy here relies on estimates of the impact of incentives on actual
behavior, we exclude the 16 participants for whom incentives are not (or would not be) exogenously
assigned, as described in Section 3.1.4.32 This leads to a slightly smaller sample than the one
used throughout the paper, though the impacts of these restrictions on any of the other estimates
reported in the paper are inconsequential.

To produce an estimate of p∗, we begin with Figure 7, which reports perceived and actual
attendance behavior. Figure 7 shows that participants do, indeed, significantly overestimate their
future attendance at all levels of piece-rate incentives.

As Figure 7 also shows, the incentive level at which actual attendance equals expected atten-
dance without an incentive is approximately $5. Formally, we approximate the incentive p∗ by
first estimating attendance as a quadratic function of piece-rate incentives, and then solving the
quadratic equation to find the price p∗ at which actual attendance equals the attendance expected
at p = 0. To compute standard errors that reflect sampling error both in the quadratic fit and in the
estimate of perceived attendance in the absence of incentives, we simultaneously estimate two sets
of moment conditions: one for the quadratic fit and one for the estimate of perceived attendance
in the absence of incentives. We then compute the standard error around b/(b + p∗) using the
delta-method, clustering at the participant level. Appendix H.3 provides further details.

Figure 8 shows the resulting estimates of β/β̃—our measure of sophistication. As equation (5)
shows, this statistic is particularly sensitive to calibrations of the health benefits b. Consequently,
the range in Figure 8 is wider than the range in Figure 6. Overall, however, the figure suggests
significant naivete, despite a clear demand for behavior change. At the highest value of b = $20,
for example, the estimate of β/β̃ is approximately 0.86, while at the middling value of b = $10, the
estimate of β/β̃ is approximately 0.75. Combined with our estimates of β̃, this implies a β = 0.66

at the middling value b = $10.
Overall, the results indicate that despite perceiving that they are present-focused (β̃ < 1), people

are more present-focused than they realize (β < β̃). Even if some, but not all, of the overestimation
of future visits was due to mechanisms other than overestimation of β, the general conclusion of
non-negligible naivete would hold.33

31As we discuss in Section 2.4, systematic bias in stated versus actual beliefs does not bias estimates of β̃ as long
as the bias in stated beliefs is a level shift that does not affect the difference between how often people think they
will attend at two different incentive levels. That is, suppose that a person always gives stated beliefs that are 2
visits higher than their true beliefs. That type of bias will not affect our estimates of β̃ because it will not bias the
difference in how often the person thinks they will use the gym under say a $1 incentive and a $5 incentive.

32Excluding these participants in our estimation of β̃ has no effect on the result.
33Roughly speaking, if half of the overestimation was due to other mechanisms, then our estimates of 1−β/β̃ would

be approximately half as large.
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6 Debiasing beliefs

In Section 2.3, we laid out three predictions derived from the imperfect perception model. The first
two predictions concern demand for commitment contracts to exercise less and were upheld in the
results of Section 4.1. The third prediction is that increasing an individual’s sophistication about
their present focus will decrease their demand for commitment contracts to exercise more. In this
section, we report the results of a randomized information treatment that allows us to test this
hypothesis.

6.1 Impact of the information treatments on beliefs

As described in Section 3, our experiment included an information treatment aimed at debiasing
overoptimistic beliefs about gym attendance. In the first wave of the study, we tested a basic
information treatment which presented participants in the treatment group with a graph of their
visit patterns over the prior 20 weeks. This treatment was unsuccessful at debiasing overoptimistic
beliefs. Sub-figure (a) of Figure 9 shows the average expected visit rates participants reported in
the online component at each piece-rate incentive level for both the control group (who were given
no graph of prior visits) and the treatment group, along with 95% confidence intervals. It is clear
from the figure that this treatment had no effect on expectations of future visits.

Having observed this lack of response to the information treatment after Wave 1, we launched
an enhanced information treatment for Waves 2 and 3 of the study, as described in Section 3. For
this enhanced information treatment, participants were asked to estimate their average visit rate
from the graph of their own past visits and were informed that participants in Wave 1 had on
average overestimated their visits at this same fitness facility by about 1 visit per week.34 As sub-
figure (b) of Figure 9 shows, this revised information treatment significantly reduced expected visit
rates both under no incentive and at each possible incentive level for the treatment group relative
to the control group. The reduction in expected visits over the study month for those seeing the
information treatment ranged from 1 to 2 visits depending on the incentive.

Figure 10 shows that the net effect of the enhanced information treatment was a partial debiasing
that reduced but did not completely eliminate the gap between participants’ expectations and the
reality of their visit patterns (for this figure, we exclude the 41 participants described in Section
3.1.4 for whom incentives were not exogenously assigned). In this figure we plot both expected
and realized visit rates by the level of incentive the participant was randomly assigned ($0, $2,
$5, and $7). A comparison of realized visits between the treatment and control groups reveals
that the information treatment had no economically or statistically significant impact on actual
visit attendance.35 As such, the net effect of the information treatment was a partial reduction in
participants’ level of overconfidence, representing between a one-third to one-fourth reduction in

34The statement about prior participants was accurate and reflected a comparison of the average expectations (11.4
visits) and the realized average visits for the control group (7 visits) from Wave 1.

35In a regression controlling for the incentive level received, we estimate an average effect on visits of receiving the
info treatment of -0.18 visits over the 4-week period, with a 95% confidence interval ranging from -1.14 to 0.77.
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the level of overestimation of visit frequency.36

6.2 Debiasing beliefs increases willingness to pay for behavior change

An increase in an individual’s level of sophistication about their present focus (i.e., moving β̃ toward
β) should increase the perceived value of behavior change induced by piece-rate incentives. In other
words, reducing overoptimism about getting to the gym should, on average, increase willingness to
pay for a mechanism that will help motivate more visits.

Consistent with this, we find that participants in the information treatment showed significantly
higher valuations for behavior change via their willingness to pay for piece-rate incentives. Table 7
shows the estimated effects of both the basic information treatment and the enhanced information
treatment on the average valuation for behavior change. Under the enhanced information treatment,
both the average valuation across all incentives and the average excluding the $1 incentive increased
substantially. Across all incentive levels, we estimate that the information treatment increased the
average valuation of behavior change by $1.15 per dollar of incentive increase [95% CI $0.29 -
$2.02], and we estimate an increase of $1.33 for the average excluding the $1 incentive [95% CI
$0.43 - $2.24]. These are relatively large effects that increase baseline WTP for behavior change by
a factor of approximately two to three.

These results are consistent with the interpretation that the information treatment at least
partially increased sophistication about participants’ present focus. If the information treatment
affected only other sources of misperceptions, like underestimation of one’s future time constraints,
it would not be expected to have a pronounced effect on WTP for behavior change.

6.3 Debiasing beliefs decreases commitment contract take-up

Table 8 shows the estimated effect of both information treatments on the take-up rates of each “more
visits” commitment contract (columns (1)-(3)) and on all “more visits” contracts pooled together
(column (4)). The enhanced information treatment reduced the take-up rate by approximately
5 percentage percentage points at both the 8-visit and 12-visit thresholds (p-value = 0.18 and
p-value = 0.09, respectively) and by 10 percentage points at the 16-visit threshold (p-value = 0.02).
On average, the information treatment reduced demand for commitment by a statistically significant
7 percentage points (p-value = 0.02). This empirical result is consistent with the third prediction
summarized in Section 2.3. The finding that only the enhanced information treatment affected
commitment contract take-up is consistent with the results about beliefs in Section 6.1.

36We are underpowered for analyzing how the information treatment affected the perceived likelihood of meeting
the commitment contract thresholds because we collected beliefs about surpassing the threshold of only one pair of
contracts (the 12 or more visits contract and the 11 or fewer visits contract) for only one of the waves. Nevertheless
we find qualitatively similar results. The information treatment decreased the expected likelihood of meeting the 12
or more visits contract and increased the likelihood of meeting the 11 or fewer visits contract; the overall difference
in these effects is 7.7 percentage points (p-value = 0.038).
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6.4 Impact of the information treatments on parameter estimates

How do the reduced-form results about the impact of information provision on beliefs translate into
the perceived short-run discount factor β̃? To answer this question, we utilize the methodology of
Section 5.3 (see also Appendix H.2) to estimate β̃ for both the control group and the enhanced
information treatment group. Again, we use the WTP data corresponding to our second, more
robust reduced-form measure of WTP for behavior change, excluding the WTP for increasing piece-
rate incentives from $0 to $1. Figure 11 presents the results, again for a range of health benefits
between $1 and $20. The implied differences are meaningful, though noisy. At the middling value
of b = $10, for example, the debiasing intervention decreases β̃ from 0.88 to 0.82.

7 Concluding remarks and implications for future work

Why do people take up commitment contracts? The typical revealed preference logic in the literature
has been that people are revealing a desire to change their future selves’ behavior when they decide
to take up a pure commitment contract. This paper shows that such choices could also reveal
imperfect perception or experimenter demand effects.

Empirically-minded researchers who work with experimental or survey data are well aware that
this kind of data often features stochasticity in individuals’ decisions, and recent work in economics
has provided theoretical foundations for some sources of this noise, grounded in neurobiology (Wood-
ford, 2012; Wei and Stocker, 2015; Khaw et al., 2017; Frydman and Jin, 2019). Acknowledging such
valuation errors, the usual approach by empirical researchers is to limit analysis to group means,
since mean-zero measurement error does not bias estimates of means.

However, mean-zero error is an unrealistic assumption in binary choice data, a fact that has long
been known in the econometrics of measurement error literature (Aigner, 1973; Hausman, 2001).
Even if the the errors are symmetric—say 10% of the individuals always choose the wrong option—
binary choice data will typically introduce bias. For example, if 10% of choices are mistakes, then
in a world in which only 5% actually want option A, 14% will end up choosing it.

Mean-zero error assumptions are more realistic when the outcome of interest is continuous and
uncensored—like our WTP for behavior change measure. Consequently, designs utilizing continuous
dependent variables are more likely to be robust to imperfect perception. The Convex Time Budget
technique (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012; Augenblick et al., 2015) is another such example.

Better understanding the motives and mistakes in commitment contract demand informs not
only positive analysis but also normative analysis. The insights from this study should inform
thinking about the relative benefits of commitment contracts versus “sin taxes” (e.g., O’Donoghue
and Rabin, 2006; Allcott et al., 2019a) as a way of addressing suboptimal decisions arising from
present focus. If people are sophisticated, have limited uncertainty about the desirability of target
actions, and their decisions are not affected much by stochastic valuation errors or demand effects,
commitment contracts can be a well-targeted policy tool. Sin taxes are a more blunt policy tool
because they affect everyone, not just those who are present-focused. Yet if people are (partially)
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naive, have a need for flexibility due to uncertainty about future needs, tastes, and time constraints,
and sometimes imperfectly value contracts, then the targeting benefits of commitment contracts will
be low and sin taxes and subsidies will be more efficient. Our findings suggest that exercise behavior
may fall into this latter case.

Practitioners and researchers hoping to test the effect of incentives on overcoming self control
problems may, however, be limited in their ability to impose population-level taxes or subsidies. Our
results suggest that in these settings it may be useful to consider contract structures that have both
financial upside and downside, rather than the purely downside structure of classic commitment
contracts. Allowing for an upside can generate contract structures that are attractive for those who
recognize a self-control problem even with non-negligible uncertainty about the costs of the activity.
Of course, contracts with upside will likely also attract those with no self-control problems who
simply want to make money. This type of “adverse selection” problem makes this type of program
more challenging to design and implement. On the other hand, contracts with upside will also seem
attractive to those who are very naive about their behavior, which can offset some of these selection
concerns. Ultimately, our work suggests that better understanding the design of incentive contract
programs of this type would be a valuable direction for future work.

Our results do not imply that the take-up of commitment contracts only reflects imperfect
perception, or that commitment contracts are never a well-targeted intervention. Instead, our
work provides a set of steps that researchers and policy designers can use to better evaluate the
effectiveness of commitment contracts in a variety of settings.

First, designers should consider, and ideally try to assess, the extent to which there is uncertainty
and a need for flexibility regarding the behavior being considered. Commitment contracts will be
most effective when there is little uncertainty about whether the behavior will be desirable. For
example, low income individuals who experience a lot of financial instability may not experience
large benefits from commitment contracts for future financial plans.

Second, designers should, whenever possible, build in the option for committing to do less of the
ostensibly beneficial behavior, as we have introduced in this study. Observing the take-up of these
alternative commitments, especially when it is correlated with the take-up of “standard” commitment
contracts, can provide a cautionary signal that factors other than awareness of self-control problems
are influencing demand.

Finally, designers can use our approach of measuring the willingness to pay for piece-rate in-
centives to construct an alternative measure of participants’ desire for behavior change. This can
provide a means of cross-validating the extent to which commitment contracts are effectively tar-
geting those with recognized self-control problems. Well-targeted commitment contract programs
should result in a strong correlation between commitment contract demand and the measured will-
ingness to pay for behavior change.

These steps are not the only tools for examining the robustness of commitment contract demand,
but we think they are an improvement on prior approaches. Other studies have proposed examining
the validity of commitment contract take-up by analyzing how take-up correlates with proxies of
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present focus. However, some studies find a positive correlation between patience and commitment
demand (Augenblick et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2015), while others find a negative correlation (John,
2019; Sadoff et al., 2019); and both sets of studies argue that their results can be explained by
standard present focus models.

Prior work has also argued that providing people experience with a specific commitment contract
can be helpful under the assumption that this prior experience helps to ensure that any subsequent
commitment contract take-up reflects an understanding of their benefits as a self-control strategy.
However, relying on prior experience with commitment contracts may be problematic because it
may create a status quo bias, or amplify perceived pressure from the experimenter. Our results
suggest that it may be particularly informative to study how experience interacts with take-up of
contracts to do both more and less of the activity. If experience only reduces take-up of the latter
type of contract, and reduces the propensity for people to want both, then that would constitute
powerful evidence that experience helps eliminate the choice of undesirable contracts and that “more”
contracts are truly desirable.

Finally, while not studying commitment contract take-up, recent work by de Quidt et al. (2018)
has proposed a methodology for bounding the importance of demand effects. Although this method
cannot be extended to study the role of imperfect perception, it may be a useful complement to our
methods in future work.37

There are a number of important questions left open by our study that future work should
address. First, although we theoretically clarify the important role that uncertainty about future
costs plays in commitment contract demand, we do not explore it empirically. In part, this is
because the initial focus of our design was on obtaining estimates of present focus using WTP for
piece-rate incentive data. In addition, eliciting uncertainty about future hassle costs using simple
and transparent survey questions is challenging. Yet results from settings with naturally occurring
differences in uncertainty, like Kaur et al. (2015), are clearly in line with our theoretical results.
Future work should hone in on this comparative static.

Second, it is natural to expect that in the presence of imperfect perception and demand effects,
stakes will matter. Although our $80 stakes were not low relative to many other commitment
contract experiments, settings like those of Ashraf et al. (2006), Kaur et al. (2015), and Schilbach
(2019) feature larger stakes. Although the participants in those studies are likely to be significantly
less numerate than the participants in our study, and thus presumably more susceptible to valuation
errors, it is possible that the larger stakes in those studies lead to less noise than what we observe.
Analyzing the impact of stakes, holding the sample constant, is another important question for
future research.

Finally, it will be useful to explore analogues of our design when participants can set their own
target thresholds. As we have explained in Section 2.4, noise and demand effects will still introduce
bias in commitment contract take-up unless the set of possible targets includes negative values
(i.e., options to commit to less of the goal activity). However, some patterns of choice may be

37We were not aware of this recent work when we ran our experiment in 2015.
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quantitatively different. For example, if a lot of commitment contract take-up is driven by a simple
desire to accept offers, then participants should just select low targets that they would exceed even
without the commitment.

Our hope is that this paper serves as a useful foundation for further research into the drivers of
commitment contract demand, and present focus more broadly. As the empirical literature deploying
commitment contracts continues to grow at a rapid pace, obtaining a more complete understanding
of what commitment contracts do, and when they should be deployed, will be crucial.
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Figure 1: Commitment contract demand for uniform distribution of costs

Notes: This figure illustrates the commitment contract demand for the case in which costs are distributed
uniformly on the unit interval (c ∼ U [0, 1]). Commitment contract demand is a function of delayed benefits b
and perceived short-run discount factor β̃. As can be seen, for β̃ ≥ 0.75 and b ≤ 0.8, individuals do not want
any commitment contract. In that case, the perceived damages from a commitment contract are increasing
in the degree of perceived present focus, 1 − β̃. When individuals do want a commitment contract, they
prefer that it is binding, a sharp result that holds for uniform distributions but is not generally true.
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Figure 2: Information treatment

(a) Basic information treatment (b) Enhanced info treatment - first screen

(c) Enhanced info treatment - second screen

Notes: Sub-figure (a) shows the basic information treatment of the history of past attendance shown to
participants. Sub-figures (b) and (c) show the enhanced information treatment. Sub-figure (b) displays the
first screen of the enhanced information treatment, which was similar to the basic information treatment but
also included a question asking participants what they thought their average past weekly attendance was in
the last 20 weeks. Sub-figure (c) shows the second screen, which informed that participants in the first wave
of the experiment overestimated their attendance.
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Figure 3: Screen Shots of “More Visits” and “Fewer Visits” Commitment Choices

(a) “More visits” commitment contract
3/24/2016 Qualtrics Survey Software 

Which do you prefer? 

$80 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

O $80 incentive you get only if you go to the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks 

If you were to receive this incentive ($80 only if you to the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks), what do you 
think is the percent chance that you would visit the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks? 

Percent chance I will 
visit the gym at least 12 

days 

Which do you prefer? 
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O $80 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

60 70 80 

o $80 incentive you get only if you go to the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks

90 100 

If you were to receive this incentive ($80 only if you to the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks), what do 
you think is the percent chance that you would visit the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks? 
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visit the gym 11 or 

fewer days 

Which do you prefer? 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

O $20 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

O $0 incentive -- no chance to earn money. 

We just asked whether you preferred: 

a) $20 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym)
or 

b) $0 incentive -- no chance to earn money

You selected option b) which gives you no money. Is that right? 

o Yes, I prefer to get nothing if this question is chosen for payment.

O No, I prefer to get $20 if this question is chosen for payment. 

What is your age: 

0 18-30 

60 

https://qtrial2014.az1.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsControlPanel/Ajax.php?action= GetSurveyPrintPreview 

70 80 90 100 

21/26 

(b) “Fewer visits” commitment contract

3/24/2016 Qualtrics Survey Software 

Which do you prefer? 

$80 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

O $80 incentive you get only if you go to the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks 

If you were to receive this incentive ($80 only if you to the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks), what do you 
think is the percent chance that you would visit the gym at least 12 days over the next four weeks? 

Percent chance I will 
visit the gym at least 12 

days 

Which do you prefer? 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

O $80 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

60 70 80 

o $80 incentive you get only if you go to the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks

90 100 

If you were to receive this incentive ($80 only if you to the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks), what do 
you think is the percent chance that you would visit the gym 11 or fewer days over the next four weeks? 

Percent chance I will 
visit the gym 11 or 

fewer days 

Which do you prefer? 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

O $20 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym) 

O $0 incentive -- no chance to earn money. 

We just asked whether you preferred: 

a) $20 fixed payment (regardless of how often you go to the gym)
or 

b) $0 incentive -- no chance to earn money

You selected option b) which gives you no money. Is that right? 

o Yes, I prefer to get nothing if this question is chosen for payment.

O No, I prefer to get $20 if this question is chosen for payment. 

What is your age: 

0 18-30 

60 

https://qtrial2014.az1.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsControlPanel/Ajax.php?action= GetSurveyPrintPreview 

70 80 90 100 

21/26 

Notes: This figure provides a screenshot of the commitment contracts offered to participants. Sub-figure (a)
provides an example of a commitment contract to attend the gym more (i.e., the “more visits” contract).
Sub-figure (b) provides an example of a commitment contract to attend the gym less (i.e., the “fewer visits”
contract).

Figure 4: Expected earnings and willingness to pay for piece-rate incentives

Notes: For each incentive, subjective expected earnings are the product of the piece rate (i.e.,
per day incentive) and participants’ beliefs about the number of days they would visit under that
incentive. WTP is the average willingness to pay for each incentive, elicited with sliders as described
in Section 3.1. The subjective implied time-consistent WTP is derived from the participants’ beliefs
about their visits under the different incentive levels using the approximation derived in Proposition
1 in Subsection 2.4. The sample consists exclusively of control group participants.
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Figure 5: Willingness to pay for behavior change

Notes: This figure shows the participants’ average perceived value of behavior change as described
in Section 5.1 (across all incentive levels in the top of the figure and across all incentive levels
excluding the $1 incentive in the bottom of the figure), with 95% confidence intervals obtained
from heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. The sample consists exclusively of control group
participants.
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Figure 6: Estimates of β̃ for different values of delayed health benefits

Notes: This figure shows the estimated perceived short-run discount factor β̃ for a given value of
delayed health benefits per attendance ranging from $0 to $20. Alongside the estimates, the corre-
sponding 95% confidence intervals are displayed. Standard errors are clustered at the participant
level. See Appendix H.2 for the GMM methodology used to obtain the point estimates and the
standard errors. The sample consists exclusively of control group participants.
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Figure 7: Actual attendance versus subjects’ expected attendance
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Notes: This figure shows the means and 95% confidence intervals for participants’ expected number
of days visiting the gym (“Best guess of days I would attend over the next four weeks”) under no
incentive ($0) and with piece-rate (i.e., per day) incentives of $2, $5, or $7. Expectations under no
incentive were elicited prior to the description of how piece-rate incentives would be implemented.
Statistics in the figure are based on data from control group participants for whom the piece-rates
were assigned exogenously (excluding those with either low willingness-to-pay (12 participants) or
those randomly assigned a high fixed payment (4 participants)). Average realized visits are based on
the subsets of participants who received each incentive level. Incentives were offered over the same
four-week period for which expectations were elicited. Section 3.1.4 describes how different incentive
levels were probabilistically targeted in each of the three study waves. Because the incentive levels
shown here were not all targeted in every wave, the sample sizes underlying the average realized
visits statistics differ (N=211 ($0); N=147 ($2); N=34 ($5); N=169 ($7)).
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Figure 8: Estimates of β/β̃ for different values of delayed health benefits

Notes: This figure shows the estimated ratio of the actual short-run discount factor to the perceived
short-run discount factor, β/β̃, for a given value of delayed health benefits per attendance ranging
from $0 to $20. Alongside the estimates, the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are displayed.
Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. See Appendix H.3 for the GMM methodology
used to obtain the point estimates and the standard errors. Statistics in the figure are based on
data from control group participants for whom the piece-rates were assigned exogenously (excluding
those with either low willingness-to-pay (12 participants) or those randomly assigned a high fixed
payment (4 participants)).
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Figure 9: Effect of information treatments on expected visits

(a) Impact of basic information treatment

(b) Impact of enhanced information treatment

Notes: Subfigure (a) of this figure shows the mean and 95% confidence intervals for expected visits
in the next four weeks for participants randomly selected to receive the basic information treatment
(N=174) and participants randomly assigned to the no information control group (N=174) from
Wave 1. Sub-figure (b) of this figure shows the mean and 95% confidence intervals for expected visits
in the next four weeks among participants randomly selected to receive the enhanced information
treatment (N=453) and participants in the no information control group (N=458) from Waves 2
and 3.
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Figure 10: Estimated vs. actual attendance by enhanced information treatment
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Notes: This figure shows average expected visits for the 4-week incentive period and average realized
visits for participants in Waves 2 and 3, along with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. “No
Info” refers to the control group whereas “Info Treat” refers to those who received the enhanced
information treatment.
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Figure 11: Estimates of β̃ by info treatment, for different values of delayed health benefits
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Notes: This figure shows estimates of the perceived short-run discount factor β̃ for a given value
of delayed health benefits per attendance for two groups: the control group and those receiving
the enhanced information treatment. Alongside the estimates the corresponding 95% confidence
intervals are displayed. As the enhanced information treatment was only part of Waves 2 and 3,
the statistics in the figure are based on data from Wave 2 and 3 participants.
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Table 1: Summary of commitment contact studies

Type of contract
Authors (year) Take-up rate At stake

A. Penalty based:

Gine, Karlan and Zinman (2010) 11% own money
Royer, Stehr and Sydnor (2015) 12% earned money
Bai et al. (2018) 14% own money
Bhattacharya, Garber and Goldhaber-Fiebert (2015) 23% own money
John (2019) 27% own money
Kaur, Kremer and Mullainathan (2015) 36% own money
Schwartz et al. (2014) 36% house money
Bonein and Denant-Boèmont (2015) 42% other1
Beshears et al. (2015) 39-46%2 house money
Toussaert (2019) 21-65% house money
Schilbach (2019) 49% house money
Exley and Naecker (2017) 41-65% house money
Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002) 73% other3

Average take-up rates (Penalty based contracts)
Own money at stake 22%
House money at stake 44%
Other stakes 42%

Overall 35%

B. Removing options: Restricted access to

Brune et al. (2016) 6% own money
Afzal et al. (2019) 4-9% own money
Sadoff and Samek (2019) 20-50% other
Ek and Samahita (2019) 27%4 other
Ashraf, Karlan and Yin (2006) 28% own money
Sadoff, Samek and Sprenger (2019) 33% other
Acland and Chow (2018) 35% other
John (2019) 42% own money
Karlan and Linden (2017) 44% own money
Toussaert (2018) 45% other
Bisin and Hyndman (2018) 31-62% other
Houser et al. (2018) 48% other
Brune, Chyn and Kerwin (2018) 50% own money
Augenblick, Niederle and Sprenger (2015) 59% other
Milkman, Minson and Volpp (2014) 61%4 other
Dupas and Robinson (2013) 65% own money
Beshears et al. (2015) 56%5 house money
Alan and Ertac (2015) 69% house chocolates
Chow (2011) 79% other
Casaburi and Macchiavello (2019) 91% own money

Average take-up rates (Option removal contracts)
Own money at stake 42%
House money/object at stake 63%
Other stakes 45%

Overall 46%
1 Points in a two-part experiment
2 Fraction of endowment put into account with early withdrawal penalty
3 Grade points
4 Percent of participants with WTP>0
5 Fraction of endowment put into account with early withdrawal prohibited

Notes: This table reports the take-up rates for weakly dominated commitment contracts offered at no cost.
We include studies appearing in Table 1 of Schilbach (2019) or Table 1 of John (2019) as well as four more
recent studies. Panel A represents contracts that imposed a penalty when the commitment threshold was
not reached, i.e. non-binding contracts, while Panel B represents fully binding commitments. For studies
that reported take-up rates from different waves or treatment groups, the range of relevant take-up rates is
shown. At the bottom of each panel, we report unweighted averages across the studies of each type.
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Table 2: Demographics and balance

Overall Mean
Difference in Means:
Treatment - Control

Waves 1-3 Wave 1 P-value Waves 2-3 P-value

Female 0.61 –0.04 0.44 –0.04 0.22

Agea 33.63 –0.37 0.79 –1.07 0.29

Student, full-time 0.56 –0.09 0.07 0.01 0.87

Working, full or part-time 0.57 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.95

Married 0.27 0.08 0.09 –0.01 0.83

Advanced degreeb 0.46 0.06 0.28 –0.01 0.79

Household Incomea 55,434 2,842 0.56 –4,798 0.17

Visits in the past 4 weeks
Days visited, recorded 6.92 0.25 0.70 –0.21 0.58

Visits in the past 100 days
Days visited, recorded 22.13 –0.21 0.91 –0.23 0.84

Days visited, self-recollection 30.51 –1.80 0.46 –1.33 0.33

Days that I should have gone, but didn’t 30.52 0.00 1.00 –0.92 0.56

Indicator for inattention during survey 0.09 –0.02 0.39 0.03 0.14

N 1,292
169 Control
181 Treated

471 Control
471 Treated

a. Imputed from categorical ranges.
b. A graduate degree beyond a B.A. or B.S.
Notes: This table shows the means of demographic variables reported in the online component, as
well as differences in treatment and control group means. In Wave 1 of the experiment, the treatment
group received the “basic” information treatment. In Waves 2 and 3, treated participants received the
“enhanced” information treatment. The table also summarizes data on past visit frequencies to the
gym. “Recorded” visits are obtained from the fitness center’s log-in records, while “self-recollection”
refers to participants’ reported estimates of their own past visits.
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Table 3: Take-up of “more” and “fewer” commitment contracts

Chose “More” Chose “Fewer”
Chose “More” Chose “Fewer” Given Chose Given Chose

Contract Contract “Fewer” “More” Diff Diff
Threshold (1) (2) (3) (4) (3)-(1) (4)-(2)
8 visits 0.64 0.35 0.88 0.49 0.24*** 0.13***
12 visits 0.52 0.33 0.72 0.46 0.21*** 0.13***
16 visits 0.36 0.31 0.56 0.48 0.20*** 0.17***

Notes: Column (1) reports take-up rates of commitment contracts to visit the gym at least 8,
12, or 16 days over the next four weeks (i.e., take-up of the “more” contract). Column (2) shows
take-up rates of commitment contracts to visit the gym less than 8, 12, or 16 days over the same
period (i.e., take-up of the “fewer” contract). Columns (3) and (4) shows the take-up rates of each
type of commitment contract conditional on having chosen the other type of commitment contract.
Columns (5) and (6) display the difference in the take-up rates of column (3) versus column (1) in
column (5) and the difference in the take-up rates of column (4) versus column (2) in column (6).
All take-up rates are computed for control group participants exclusively. Over three study waves,
all participants faced the choice of both commitment contracts at the 12 visit threshold (N=640)
while the 8 visit and 16 visit commitment contracts were only shown in the first two waves (N=441).
*** denotes those differences that are statistically significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.

Table 4: Correlation between perceived success in contracts and expected attendance

Subj. expected attendance w/ out incentives
(1) (2) (3)

Subj. prob succeed in “more” contract 0.11*** 0.12***
(0.02) (0.01)

Subj. prob succeed in “fewer” contract –0.03*** –0.05***
(0.01) (0.01)

N 199 199 199
“More” − “Fewer” 0.16***

(0.02)
Notes: This table displays the association between subjective beliefs about commitment contract
success and expected attendance with no incentives. Each column presents coefficient estimates
and heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses from a separate OLS regression. Prob
succeed in “more” contract is the ex-ante self-assessed probability of attending the gym 12 or more
days during the 4-week incentive period. Prob success in “fewer” contract is the ex-ante self-assessed
probability of attending the gym fewer than 12 days during the 4-week incentive period. The de-
pendent variable is the expected attendance in the absence of any incentives. The sample consists
exclusively of control group participants in Wave 3, the only wave in which we elicited the prob-
abilities of contract success. The “More” - “Fewer” row shows a test of the difference between the
coefficient on the probability of success under the “more” contract versus the coefficient on the prob-
ability of success under the “fewer” contract. *** denotes statistics that are statistically significantly
different from 0 at the 1% level.
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Table 5: Correlation between perceived success in contracts and take-up of contracts

Subj. prob succeed in
“more” contract

Subj. prob succeed in
“fewer” contract

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Commit to “more” 12.09*** 13.41*** –10.84** –16.04***

(3.03) (2.89) (4.87) (5.10)
Commit to “fewer” –2.47 –6.01* 19.38*** 23.61***

(3.42) (3.21) (4.48) (5.07)
N 199 199 199 199 199 199
“More” - “Fewer” 19.42*** -39.65***

(4.17) (8.82)
Notes: This table displays the association between commitment contract take-up and subjective
beliefs about success in the commitment contract. Each column presents coefficient estimates and
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. Columns
(1)-(3) display associations with participants’ expectations of following through on the commit-
ment contract requiring attendance at the gym 12 or more days during the 4-week incentive period.
Columns (4)-(6) display associations with participants’ expectations of following through on the
commitment contract requiring attendance at the gym fewer than 12 days during the 4-week in-
centive period. The sample consists exclusively of control group participants in Wave 3, the only
wave from which we elicited the probabilities of contract success. *,**,*** denote statistics that are
statistically significantly different from 0 at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Table 6: Correlation between WTP for behavior change and take-up of “more” contracts

Take-up of more-visit contract
(1) (2) (3) (4)

WTP for behavior change (z-score) 0.006 –0.002
(0.023) (0.023)

Expected-visits elasticity (z-score) 0.056***
(0.020)

WTP for behavior change
excl. $1 incentive (z-score) –0.024 –0.031

(0.022) (0.022)
Expected-visits elasticity
excl. $1 incentive (z-score) 0.027

(0.017)
N 1,522 1,522 1,522 1,522
Take-up mean: 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51

Notes: This table displays the association between estimatedWTP for behavior change (expressed as
a z-score) and take up of “more” commitment contracts. Each column presents coefficient estimates
and standard errors clustered at the participant level in parentheses from separate OLS regressions.
The sample consists exclusively of control group participants (N=640). In columns (1) and (2),
WTP is calculated based on all incentive levels whereas in columns (3) and (4), WTP is calculated
excluding the $1 incentive. In columns (2) and (4), the average elasticity of each individual’s visit
expectations with incentive size (expressed as a z-score) is also included. All regressions include
wave fixed effects and commitment contract threshold fixed effects (i.e., 8, 12, 16 visit thresholds).
*** denotes a statistic that is statistically significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.

Table 7: Effect of information provision on willingness to pay for behavior change

All Ex. $1
(1) (2)

Basic info treatment 0.24 0.19
(0.52) (0.55)

Enhanced info treatment 1.15 ** 1.33 ***
(0.48) (0.51)

N 1,292 1,292
Control mean 1.40 0.55

Notes: This table displays the impact of the information treatments on estimated WTP for behavior
change. Each column presents coefficient estimates and heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in
parentheses from separate OLS regressions. In column (1), WTP is calculated based on all incentive
levels whereas in column (2), WTP is calculated excluding the $1 incentive. All regressions include
wave fixed effects. **, *** denote statistics that are statistically significantly different from 0 at the
5% and 1% level respectively.
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Table 8: Effect of information provision on take-up of “more” contracts

8+ visits 12+ visits 16+ visits Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Basic information treatment 0.048 –0.067 –0.024 –0.014
(0.052) (0.053) (0.047) (0.040)

Enhanced information treatment –0.056 –0.054* –0.096** –0.066**
(0.042) (0.033) (0.042) (0.030)

N 878 1,292 878 3,048
Control mean: 0.64 0.52 0.36 0.51

Notes: This table displays the association between the information treatments and take-up of the
“more” commitment contracts. Each column presents coefficient estimates and heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. Columns (1)-(3) consider
“more” commitment contracts for 8 or more days of attendance, 12 or more days of attendance, and
16 or more days of attendance. Column (4) pools the 3 contracts together. All participants are
included in the column (2) regression because the commitment contract for making 12+ visits was
offered in all three study waves. In columns (1) and (3), the sample size is smaller because these
contracts were only offered in Waves 1 and 2. The sample size in column (4), in which all take-up
decisions are pooled, equals the sum of the previous three columns. In the column (4) specification,
fixed effects for each contract are included and standard errors are clustered by participant. Across
all columns, wave fixed effects are included.
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Appendices (not for publication)

A Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Let Ft and ft denote the CDF and PDF, respectively, of the cost draws in period t. We have

d

dp
V (0, 0, p

∑
at) =

d

dp

∑
t

∫
c≤β̃(p+b)

(p+ b− c)ft(c)dc

=
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∑
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Now if p > 0, then wi(p+ ∆p)− wi(p) = Vi(0, 0, (p+ ∆p))εij − Vi(0, 0, p)εij and thus

E[wi(p+ ∆p)− wi(p)] = E[Vi(0, 0, (p+ ∆p)
∑

at)− Vi(0, 0, p)].

If p = 0,
E[wi(p+ ∆p)− wi(p)] = E[Vi(0, 0, (p+ ∆p)

∑
at)− Vi(0, 0, 0)] + E[ηi].
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B Formal results for T = 1

B.1 Behavior in the perfect perception model

In period 0 individuals choose between contracts (r, p0, p1) that consist of a fixed (and possibly
negative) reward r and contingent rewards p0 ≥ 0 and p1 ≥ 0 for taking the actions a = 0 and
a = 1, respectively. The action a is chosen in period 1. All financial payments are received in
period 2. For example, if a = 1 represents going to the gym and a = 0 represents not going to the
gym, then a contract (0, 0, p) is a contract that pays the agent p every time she goes to the gym. A
contract (−p, 0, p) is a penalty-based commitment contract for attending the gym: the individual
loses p unless she goes to the gym (a = 1). Conversely, a contract (−p, p, 0) is a penalty-based
contract for not going to the gym (a = 0).

In period 1, individuals choose a = 1 if β(p1 + b)− c ≥ βp0, or equivalently if c ≤ β(p1 + b− p0).
This decision rule says that for the person to act, the current costs of action have to be less than
the discounted future benefits plus contingent rewards from action. In period 0, an individual’s
perceived expected utility given contract (r, p0, p1) is

V (r, po, p1) = β

[
r +

∫
c>β̃(p1+b−p0)

p0dF +

∫
c≤β̃(p1+b−p0)

(p1 + b− c)dF

]

The first term, r, is just the fixed payment. The second term is the payoff from choosing a = 0,
which the individual expects will happen when c > β̃(p1 + b − p0). The third term is the payoff
from choosing a = 1, which the individual expects will happen when c ≤ β̃(p1 + b− p0)

B.2 With uncertainty about costs, quasi-hyperbolic preferences rarely generate
a demand for commitment

Commitment contracts for a = 1 will be desired when β̃ < 1 and there is little uncertainty about
the action a = 1 being desirable from the period t = 0 perspective. For example, suppose that the
costs c are always smaller than the delayed benefits b, but that the individual thinks that because
of present focus she may sometimes choose a = 0. In this case, the individual will always want
a commitment contract with a high enough penalty p that guarantees that he will always choose
a = 1. In our notation, this is a contract (−p, 0, p) with p ≥ (1−β̃)b

β̃
.

More generally, when there is only a small chance that immediate costs will exceed the delayed
benefits, individuals with β̃ < 1 will want penalty-based contracts as long as β̃ is not too low. If β̃
is too low, then the penalties will lead to financial losses that are too large in magnitude relative
to the desired behavior change. This line of logic can be used to to establish that when there is a
small chance that costs exceed benefits, there will be demand for commitment by some individuals,
and it will be non-monotonic in β̃.

We define ∆V = V (−p, 0, p)− V (0, 0, 0).

Proposition 2. Suppose that Pr(c > b) is positive for all realizations of c.
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1. For a given p̄ > 0: there exist β > 0 and β̄ < 1 such that maxp∈[0,p̄] ∆V (−p, 0, p) ≤ 0 (i.e.,
commitment contract with penalty p for action a=1 is undesirable) if β̃ < β or if β̃ > β̄.

2. For a given p > 0: When the distribution of c is Bernoulli, there exist thresholds β ≤ β̄ such
that ∆V (−p, 0, p) > 0 if and only if β ∈ (β, β̄), with β̄ > β if Pr(c > b) is sufficiently small.

3. For a given p̄ > 0: When the distribution of c is Bernoulli, there exist thresholds β ≤ β̄ such
that maxp∈[0,p̄] ∆V (−p, 0, p) > 0 if and only if β ∈ (β, β̄), with β̄ > β if Pr(c > b) is sufficiently
small.

Proposition 2 captures the intuition of non-monotonic demand for commitment, analogous to
the results of Heidhues and Kőszegi (2009) and ?. Those with β̃ = 1, due to either naivete or
actual time-consistency, do not want commitment contracts. Those with very low β̃ do not want
commitment contracts because they perceive the contracts to be largely ineffective. But those with
intermediate levels of β̃ do want the contracts. The case in which the support of c is Bernoulli,
c ∈ {c, c̄}, is analogous to ?, who derives this non-monotonicity in the context of consumption and
savings. In line with Heidhues and Kőszegi (2009) and ?, the results also generalize to the question
of whether there exists any commitment contract of size p ∈ [0, p̄] that is worthwhile.

However, such results about (non-monotonic) demand for commitment depend on strong as-
sumptions about how much uncertainty there is about the costs of doing the action. We now
show that that the standard quasi-hyperbolic model predicts that there should not be demand for
commitment when there is at least a moderate chance that costs exceed delayed benefits.

We consider first whether for a fixed penalty p there exists any β̃ such that individuals will
want the contract. Second, we consider whether for a given β̃ there exists any commitment contract
(including fully binding ones) that will be desirable. Throughout, we will assume that the distri-
bution of costs can be characterized by a continuous density function f with support on [c, c̄]. For
shorthand, we will define ∆V (−p, 0, p) := V (−p, 0, p) − V (0, 0, 0) to be the individual’s perceived
expected utility from taking up the contract.

Proposition 3. Fix p and assume that f(c2)/f(c1) ≥ (c1/c2)2 for all c2 > c1 in some interval
[βb, β̄(b + p)]. Then ∆V (−p, 0, p) is strictly increasing in β̃ ∈ [β, β̄]. In particular, if β = 0 and
β̄ = 1, then ∆V (−p, 0, p) is strictly increasing in β̃ for all β̃, and thus no individual will want the
contract.

The economic content of the assumption in Proposition 3 is that in the region of cost draws
where individuals’ decisions can actually be affected by a financial incentive of size p, the amount of
uncertainty is not “too small.” In particular, the chances of a cost draw that exceeds the benefits do
not rapidly vanish to zero. The assumption is satisfied by, for example, a uniform distribution on
[0, c̄], where c̄ ≥ b+ p. For instance, suppose that c ∼ U [0, 1.5b], so that time-consistent individuals
do not want to take the action 33% of the time. In this case, there does not exist any β̃ for which
a commitment contract with penalty p < b/2 is desirable.

In fact, the uniform distribution example overstates how big the probability of costs exceeding
benefits must be to erode demand for commitment. Proposition 3 shows that even if the density of
cost draws between b and 1.5b is decreasing at rate 1/x2, individuals will still not want commitment.
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We complement our first result with a proposition that fixes β̃ and gives sufficient conditions
for there to exist no desirable commitment contract at any value of p. This includes commitment
contracts that simply restrict choice to a = 1 with infinite penalties p =∞ for choosing a = 0.

Proposition 4. Fix β̃ and assume that (i) f is unimodal;38 (ii) c̄ > b+(1− β̃)b; (iii) f(c2)/f(c1) ≥
(c1/c2)2 for all c2 > c1 in the interval [β̃b, c̄); (iv) 1−F (b) ≥ F (b)−F (β̃b) if f does not have a mode
in [β̃b, b + (1 − β̃)b], and otherwise 1 − F (b) ≥ [F (b) − F (β̃b)]/β̃. Under these four assumptions,
there exists no value of p, including p = ∞, such that a penalty of size p for choosing a = 0 is
desirable.

The economic content of the assumptions of Proposition 4 is again that there is at least some
meaningful uncertainty about the desirability of choosing a = 1. While assumption (i) is a technical
regularity condition, assumptions (ii)-(iv) provide bounds on uncertainty. The key assumption is
assumption (iv), which says that the chances of getting a cost draw under which it is suboptimal to
take the action (c > b) are at least as high as the chances of getting a cost draw under which the
time t = 0 individual thinks she should choose a = 1, but thinks that her time t = 1 self will not
do so (c ∈ [β̃b, b]). Assumptions (ii) and (iii) strengthen the content of assumption (iv) by ensuring
that the cost draws exceeding b are not all concentrated at a point only slightly higher than b.

All four of the assumptions of Proposition 4 are satisfied by a uniform distribution with support
[0, c̄], where c̄ ≥ b+ (1− β̃)b. For example, with β̃ = 0.8, the assumptions are satisfied by a uniform
distribution with support [0, 1.2b]. For this distribution, a time-consistent individual would not
want to take the action only 17% of the time, and in those 17% of cases, the cost draws do not
exceed the delayed benefits by more than 20%. This is an arguably modest amount of uncertainty.
Yet this modest amount of uncertainty erodes demand for all possible commitment contracts.

B.3 Commitment take-up with imperfect perception and demand effects”

Formally, we suppose that for a given decision j, individual i behaves as if her expected utility under
contract (r, p0, p1) is

V̂ (r, p0, p1) = β

[
r + εij

∫
c>β̃(p1+b−p0)

p0dF + εij

∫
c≤β̃(p1+b−p0)

(p1 + b− c)dF

]
+ ηi1(p0,p1)6=0

where 1(p0,p1)6=0 is an indicator that at least some contingent incentives are involved. The εij term
captures stochastic valuation error, which we assume does not affect the certain incentive r. y.
To allow for some heterogeneity in the propensity for stochastic valuation, we assume that for a
fraction µ of individuals εij ∼ G is i.i.d. with G supported on [0,∞) and EG[ε] = 1, while for a
fraction 1− µ of individuals εij ≡ 1.39

To characterize the new implications of the model, we begin with the observation that in the
standard quasi-hyperbolic model in Section B.1, no individuals would ever choose commitment

38Formally, there do not exist c1 < c2 < c3 such that f(c2) < min(f(c1), f(c3)).
39More generally, our results hold as long as there is between-person heterogeneity in the variance of the error term

εij , and we make this assumption only for notational simplicity.
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contracts for a = 0. This is simply because individuals would not choose to commit to take actions
that in effect have immediate benefits and delayed costs. However, choice of commitment contracts
for a = 0 can be consistent with our imperfect perception model in this section. As can be choice
of commitment contracts for a = 1 and a = 0 by the same person, even when the conditions of
Proposition 4 are met.

Proposition 5. 1. Assume that µ > 0 or Pr(ηi > β̃ip) > 0. Then a positive mass of individuals
will choose a commitment contract for a = 1 with penalty p (i.e., contracts V (−p, 0, p)), even when
β̃i = 1 for all i.

2. Assume (i) that µ > 0 and (ii) that either there are some β̃i close enough to 1 or that
Pr(ηi > βip) > 0. Then a positive mass of individuals will choose a commitment contract for a = 0

with penalty p (i.e., contracts V (−p, p, 0)). In this case, a positive mass of individuals would choose
both commitment contracts for a = 1 and for a = 0.

3. Assume that (i) µ > 0, (ii) either µ < 1 or that the ηi are heterogeneous across i, and
(iii) E[β̃i] is sufficiently close to 1. Then there will be a positive correlation between demand for
commitment contracts for a = 1 and commitment contracts for a = 0 .

Parts 1 and 2 of Proposition 5 establish that imperfect perception and demand effects can lead
individuals to choose commitments contracts both for a = 0 and for a = 1, even when there is
significant uncertainty about the cost of doing the activity.

Part 3 shows that in experiments in which individuals are faced with a number of decisions, with
only one decision randomly selected to be implemented, there can be a positive correlation between
demand for commitment contracts to do more of an activity and to do less of an activity. Intuitively,
there are two types of mechanisms that lead to the correlation. First, if some individuals just like
to say “yes” (ηi > 0) and some do not, then the individuals who like to say “yes” will tend to take up
both types of contracts, while the other individuals will tend to not take up any kind of contract.
Second, if commitment contracts would generally look unappealing to individuals in the absence
of imperfect perception, then only the fraction µ ∈ (0, 1) of individuals with imperfect perception
will be the ones who choose commitment contracts. But because these individuals choose both
types of contracts with positive probability, this induces a positive correlation between the choices
of contracts.40

As we show below, the imperfect perception model also implies that with at least moderate
uncertainty about future costs, the likelihood of choosing a penalty-based commitment contract
for a = 1 will be monotonically increasing in β̃. This is in contrast to the more standard results
such as those of Heidhues and Kőszegi (2009) and John (2019), and our analogous derivation in
Proposition 2. The typical finding in the standard quasi-hyperbolic model is that if there is demand
for commitment, it is non-monotonic in β̃, and is decreasing in β̃ when β̃ is sufficiently high.

40It is also helpful to note that even if individuals are observed to be more likely to choose commitments for a = 1
than for a = 0, that does not imply that there must be some individuals with β̃i < 1. Such an implication arises only
if individuals think they are unlikely to choose a = 1, so that choosing a commitment contract for a = 1 involves a
higher financial loss than choosing a commitment contract for a = 0.
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Proposition 6. Suppose that f(c2)/f(c1) ≥ (c1/c2)2 for all c2 > c1 in the interval [0, b+ p]. Then
the likelihood of choosing the contract (−p, 0, p) is increasing in β̃.

This result is a corollary of Proposition 3, which shows that under moderate to large uncertainty,
the perceived harms of a commitment contract are decreasing in β̃ in the standard quasi-hyperbolic
model. Although in the standard quasi-hyperbolic model these conditions would lead individuals to
never choose a commitment contract, in our imperfect perception model individuals still choose the
contract, but with a propensity that is decreasing in the expected harms in the standard model.41

Intuitively, the less harmful the contracts would seem in the absence of noise and demand effects,
the less noise and demand effects it takes to generate take-up.

C Proofs of Propositions for T = 1

We call a contract (−p, 0, p) a commitment contract for a = 1 with penalty p, which we denote by
CC(p, 1). This contract is perceived as a dominated contract by an individual who believes himself
to be time-consistent. We call a contract (−p, p, 0) a commitment contract for a = 0 with penalty
p, which we denote by CC(p, 0).

C.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. The perceived gains from a commitment contract are

∆V/β = −p+

∫
c≤β̃(p+b)

(p+ b− c)dF −
∫
c≤β̃b

(b− c)dF

= −p(1− F (β̃(b+ p))) +

∫ c=β̃(b+p)

c=β̃b
(b− c)dF (6)

Now −p(1−F (β̃(p+ b)))→ −p as β̃ → 0 since F (β̃(p+ b))→ 0 as β̃ → 0. For this same reason,∫ c=β̃(b+p)

c=β̃b
(b− c)dF → 0 as β̃ → 0. Thus, ∆V/β → −p as β̃ → 0, which establishes that there exists

β such that ∆V < 0 for each p. Because β is continuous in p, there must also exist a β > 0 such
that maxp∈[0,p̄] ∆V < 0 if β̃ < β.

Because ∆V is continuous in β̃, and because ∆V < 0 for β̃ = 1, we also have that there exists
a β̄ such that ∆V < 0 if β̃ > β̄. Again, the result generalizes immediately to maxp∈[0,p̄] ∆V as well.

Next, suppose that c ∈ {c, c̄}, where c̄ > b and c < b. Let µ denote the probability of c = c̄. If
β̃(b+p) < c then clearly the commitment contract is perceived not worthwhile, since it only increases
penalties incurred. If β̃b > c then the commitment contract is also perceived not worthwhile, since
the individual already believes that he will choose a = 1 when c = c.

41Interestingly, the converse of Proposition 6 does not hold for commitment contracts for a = 0. That is, it does not
hold that the likelihood of choosing a commitment contract for a = 0 is decreasing in β̃. Intuitively, this is because a
lower β̃ dampens the impact of financial incentives in both cases, and thus makes penalty-based contracts potentially
more harmful in both cases.
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The commitment contract has a chance of being worthwhile when β̃b < c < β̃(b + p). In this
case, if β̃(b + p) < c̄ then the individual incurs the cost p with probability µ. If β̃(b + p) > c̄ then
the individual incurs a utility loss of c̄− b with probability µ. Either way, ∆V > 0 for small enough
µ and ∆V < 0 for large enough µ.

Since there exist bounds β(p) and β̄(p) for each p ∈ [0, p̄], the union of the intervals I(p) =

(β(p), β̄(p)) over p ∈ [0, p̄] produces an interval (β, β̄) such that maxp ∆V > 0 iff β̃ ∈ (β, β̄).

C.2 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. We have

d

dβ̃
∆V/β = p(b+ p)f(β̃(p+ b)) + (b+ p)(b− β̃(b+ p))f(β̃(b+ p))− b(b− β̃b)f(β̃b)

= (1− β̃)(b+ p)2f(β̃(b+ p))− (1− β̃)b2f(β̃b) (7)

The expression (7) is positive if f(β̃(p+b))

f(β̃b)
≥ b2

(p+b)2
.

Since the condition implies Pr(c > b) > 0 when β̄ = 1, β̃ = 1 individuals have ∆V < 0. The
first part of the Proposition then implies that ∆V < 0 for all β̃.

C.3 Proof of Proposition 4

We begin with a Lemma:

Lemma 1. Under the assumptions of the proposition, no individuals will want commitment contracts
that force a = 1.

Proof. To shorten equations, set γ = (1 − β̃)b. The perceived expected gains from a binding com-
mitment contract are given by

∆V/β =

∫
c≥β̃b

(b− c)f(c)dc.

The goal is thus to show that
∫
c≥β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc < 0 under the assumptions of the proposition.

Case 1: Suppose that f is increasing on [b, b + γ]. Then by the single-peak assumption, f is
increasing on [b− γ, b+ γ] . Then the value of the fully binding contract is
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∫ ∞
c=βb

(b− c)f(c)dc ≤
∫ c=b+(1−β)b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc

=

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc+

∫ b+(1−β)b

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc

≤
∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc+

∫ b+(1−β)b

c=b
(b− c)f(2b− c)dc

=

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc−

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc

= 0

where to get to the second-to-last line we perform a change-of-variable on the second integral via
the function ϕ(x) = 2b− x.

Case 2: Suppose now that f is decreasing on [b−γ, b+γ]. Define µ := F (b)−F (b−γ), and recall
that the second assumption requires that 1 − F (b) ≥ µ. On the other hand, µ =

∫ b
x=b−γ f(x)dx ≥∫ b

x=b−γ f(b)dx = γf(b).
Now

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(c)dc =

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)f(b)dc+

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)(f(c)− f(b))dc

=
γ2

2
f(b) +

∫ b

c=βb
(b− c)(f(c)− f(b))dc

≤ γ2

2
f(b) +

∫ b

c=βb
γ(f(c)− f(b))dc

=
γ2

2
f(b) + (µ− γf(b))γ

= γµ− γ2

2
f(b) (8)

Intuitively, all of the mass that is in excess of a uniform distribution on [b − γ, b] with density
f(c) = f(b) is concentrated on the point adding the most to the mean: c = βb.

Next,
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∫
c≥b

(b− c)f(c)dc =

∫ b+γ

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc+

∫
c≥b+γ

(b− c)f(c)dc

≤
∫ b+γ

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc−

∫
c≥b+γ

γf(c)dc

=

∫ b+γ

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc− γ(1− F (b+ γ))

=

∫ b+γ

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc− γ [(1− F (b)− (F (b+ γ))− F (b))]

≤
∫ b+γ

c=b
(b− c)f(c)dc− γ

(
µ−

∫ b+γ

c=b
f(c)dc

)
=

∫ b+γ

c=b
(b+ γ − c)f(c)dc− γµ

≤
∫ b+γ

c=b
(b+ γ − c)f(b)dc− γµ

=
γ2

2
f(b)− γµ (9)

Intuitively, the quantity −
∫ b+γ
c=b (b − c)f(c)dc is minimized when 1 − F (b) = µ and as much of the

mass µ as possible belongs to [b, b+ γ]. So to minimize −
∫ b+γ
c=b (b− c)f(c)dc, we need to maximize

the mass of F on [b, b + γ], and the way to do that is to let it be uniform on [b, b + γ], with
density f(c) := f(b). In this case, the rest lies on points c ≥ b+ γ and has to integrate to at least
(µ− γf(b))γ.

Putting (8) and (9) together shows that
∫
c≥β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc ≤ 0.

Case 3: Suppose that the mode of f lies in [b − γ, b] and that µ ≥ γf(b). Equation (9) holds
because as in Case 2, f is decreasing on [b, b+ γ].

Next, we consider the maximum of the function A given by A(f) :=
∫ b
c=β̃b(b − c)f(c)dc, over

all f that have a mode on [b − γ, b]. Suppose for a given f that the mode is at c∗ > β̃b,
and that

∫ b
c=β̃b(f(c∗) − f(c))dc > 0. Then consider f̃ given by f̃(c) = f(c) for c ≥ c∗, and

f̃(c) =
∫

(f(c∗)−f(β̃b))dc

c∗−β̃b for c < c∗. Since f is increasing on [β̃b, c∗], f stochastically dominates f̃ .

Consequently, since b− c is positive and decreasing in c, A(f̃) > A(f). This establishes that the f
that maximizes A must be decreasing almost everywhere on [β̃b, b] (except for a set of zero Lebesgue
measure). We can then proceed as in Case 2 to establish that

∫ b
c=β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc ≤ γµ− γ2

2 f(b).

Case 4: Suppose that the mode lies in [b − γ, b] and that µ < γf(b). As in case 3, we have
shown that A is maximized when f is decreasing almost everywhere. But since µ < γf(b), this
means that f must be uniform almost everywhere, with density f(c) = µ/γ. Thus in this case∫ b

c=β̃b
(b− c)f(c)dc ≤ γµ/2. (10)
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Now the highest value of
∫
c≥b(b−c)f(c)dc is obtained by a density function f that puts as much

mass toward b as possible, and minimizes the value of f(b). That is, f(c) = (b/c)2f(b) for c ≥ b,
with c̄ = b+ γ, and f(b) large enough to satisfy the constraint

∫
c≥b f(c) = µ/β̃. The constraint on

f(b) is

µ/β̃ ≤
∫ x=b+γ

x=b

b2

x2
f(b)dx

= −b
2

x
f(b)|b+γb

=

(
b− b2

b+ γ

)
f(b)

= bf(b)
γ

b+ γ
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Now for k = 1− β̃,

−
∫ x=b+γ

x=b
(b− x)f(c)dc =

∫ x=b+γ

x=b
(x− b) b

2

x2
f(b)dx

= b2f(b)

∫ (
1

x
− b

x2

)
dx

= b2f(b)

[
ln(x) +

b

x

]b+γ
x=b

= b2f(b)

[
ln(b+ γ) +

b

b+ γ
− ln(b)− 1

]
= b2f(b)

[
ln (1 + k)− k

1 + k

]
≥ b2f(b)

[
k − k2

2
− k

1 + k

]
(11)

= b2f(b)

[
k + k2 − k

1 + k
− k2

2

]
= b2f(b)

[
k2

1 + k
− k2

2

]
= f(b)

[
γ2

1 + k
− γ2

2

]
= f(b)

[
γ2(1− k)

2(1 + k)

]
=

β̃γ2

2(1 + k)
f(b)

=
1

2
β̃γ

γ

b+ γ
bf(b)

≥ β̃γ

2

µ

β̃

= γµ/2 (12)

To obtain (11), we need to show that log(1 + x) ≥ x − x2/2 for x ≥ 0. To that end, note that
equality holds when x = 0. The derivatives of the left and right side side of the inequality with
respect to x are 1

1+x and 1− x, respectively, so it is enough to show that 1
1+x ≥ 1− x. This holds

iff 1 ≥ 1− x2, which follows because x2 ≥ 0.
The combination of (10) and (12) implies that

∫
c≥β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc ≤ 0.

Case 5. Suppose that the mode is in [b, b + γ]. Since this implies that f is increasing on
[b− γ, b], the highest possible value of

∫ b
c=β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc, given that F (b)− F (β̃b) = µ, is obtained

when f is almost everywhere uniform, with density f(c) = µ/γ. As in Case 4, this implies that∫ b
c=β̃b(b− c)f(c)dc ≤ γµ/2. And as in Case 4, the highest value of

∫
c≥b(b− c)f(c)dc is obtained by

a density function f that puts as much mass toward b as possible, and minimizes the value of f(b).
That is, f(c) = (b/c)2f(b) for c ≥ b, with c̄ = b+ γ, and f(b) large enough to satisfy the constraint
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∫
c≥b f(c) = µ/β̃. Proceeding as in that case establishes the result.

With the Lemma in hand, we are ready to prove Proposition 4.

Proof of the proposition

Proof. Case 1: Suppose that c̄ =∞. Then Proposition 3 implies that for any value of p, the value
of the commitment contract is increasing in β̃. But since ∆V < 0 for β̃ = 1 individuals, it must be
that ∆V < 0 for all β̃.

Case 2: Suppose that c̄ < ∞. Set β† = min (1, c̄/(b+ p)). If β† < β̃ then this commitment
contract generates the same utility as a fully binding commitment contract. The previous lemma
implies that it is undesirable. If β† > β̃ then Proposition 3 implies that an individual with perceived
present focus β† expects higher gains from this contract than an individual with perceived present
focus β̃. However, to an individual with perceived present focus β†, this is equivalent to a fully
binding commitment contract. It is thus enough to show that a fully binding commitment contract
is undesirable to an individual with perceived present focus β†.

But a binding commitment contract is less attractive to this individual than to an individual
with perceived present focus β̃. But Lemma 1 implies that a fully binding commitment contract is
undesirable to an individual with perceived present focus β̃. Consequently, it is undesirable to an
individual with perceived present focus β†.

Moreover, if the choice of commitment contracts for a = 1 is primarily driven by noise rather
than a real demand for commitment, then there will be a positive correlation between demand for
CC(p, 1) and CC(p, 0).

C.4 Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. An individual will choose CC(p, 1) if[
pF (β̂ib) +

∫ β̂i(p+b)

β̂ib
(p+ b− c)dF

]
εij ≥ p− ηi/βi (13)

and will choose CC(p, 0) if[
p[1− F (β̂ib)]−

∫ β̂ib

β̂i(b−p)
(b− p− c)dF

]
εij ≥ p− ηi/βi (14)

Since pF (β̂ib) +
∫ β̂i(p+b)
β̂ib

(p + b − c)dF > 0, condition (13) will be satisfied if either ηi > βip,
or if µ > 0 and the draw εij is sufficiently high. Similarly, (14) will hold if either ηi > βip or if

p[1 − F (β̂ib)] −
∫ β̂ib
β̂i(b−p)

(b − p − c)dF > 0 and the draw of εij is sufficiently high. If ηi > βip then
the individual will choose both CC(p, 1) and CC(p, 0) with positive probability (with the former
probability being 1). If p[1 − F (β̂ib)] −

∫ β̂ib
β̂i(b−p)

(b − p − c)dF > 0 then there is again a positive
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probability that the εij draws for both the CC(p, 1) and CC(p, 0) are high enough such that the
individual would want to choose both.

Finally, to prove part 3, let νi be an indicator for whether individual i makes valuation errors, so
that νi = 0 iff εij ≡ 1. When β̃i = 1, the probability of choosing CC(p, 1) and CC(p, 0) is increasing
in both νi and ηi. Consequently, the result must hold when E[β̃i] = 1. By continuity, it holds for
E[β̃i] sufficiently close to 1.

C.5 Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. Since the probability of choosing a commitment contract is increasing in ∆V, the result
follows if we show that ∆V is increasing in β̃i and in b. By Proposition 3, ∆V is increasing in
β̃i.

D Generalizations to the dynamic case

We now consider a dynamic environment in which the individual can chooses at ∈ {0, 1} in each
period t = 1, . . . , T , and chooses commitment contracts in period t = 0. The delayed benefit from
choosing at = 1 is b, which is realized in period T + 1. The costs ct for choosing at = 1 are drawn
from a distribution F (c|ht), where ht is the history of actions up to period t. Commitment contracts
for more attendance involve a penalty p that is paid if

∑
at < X, while commitment contracts for

less attendance involve a penalty that is paid if
∑
at ≥ X.

In the dynamic setting, the key condition for commitment contracts to be unattractive is that
the density of cost shocks in period t, conditional on any period t history of actions, does not
diminish too quickly toward zero, in the sense of Proposition 3. Under this condition, backwards
induction using repeated application of Proposition 3 establishes a result analogous to Proposition
3. One possible intuition, in the spirit of the Central Limit Theorem, is that uncertainty becomes
less of an issue when there are more opportunities to act. However, this is counteracted by the fact
that future selves’ misbehavior is also more of an issue in dynamic settings in which payoffs are not
separable in actions; this non-separability is generated by commitment contracts to meet a certain
threshold.

D.1 Generalization of Proposition 3

We generalize Proposition 3 by considering commitment contracts like those in our experiment,
which involve a penalty p if the individual does not choose at = 1 at least X ≤ T times.

Proposition 7. Fix p and suppose that F (·|ht) has a density function f(·|ht) for each ht, which
satisfies f(c2|ht)/f(c1|ht) ≥ (c1/c2)2 for all c1 < c2 < b + p. Then the perceived utility loss of a
commitment contract that involves a penalty p for

∑
at < X is decreasing in β̃. Consequently, no

individuals should desire commitment contracts.

Throughout, we use the following straightforward but useful extension of Proposition 3:
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Lemma 2. Consider a density function f(·) of c such that f(c2)/f(c1) ≥ (c1/c2)2 for all c1 < c2 <

B. Let the payoffs for choosing a = 0 and a = 1 be b0 and b1, respectively, with B = b1− b0. Define
W = b0 +

∫ β̃(b1−b0)
0 (b1 − b0 − c)f(c)dc. Then ∂2W

∂β̃∂b0
< 0, and consequently ∂W

∂b0
> 0.

Proof. The first part, ∂2W
∂β̃∂b0

< 0, is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3, since decreasing b0
is equivalent to instituting a penalty for choosing a = 0. The second part follows because ∂W

∂b0
> 0

clearly holds for β̃ = 1, and thus by the first statement must hold for any β̃ < 1.

We now prove the proposition:

Proof. Let Vt(ht) denote the period 0 expectation of period t self’s utility, following ht =
∑t−1

τ=1 aτ

choices of aτ = 1. Note that Vt(ht) is also the period t − 1 expectation of self-t utility, since both
period 0 and period t− 1 selves have the same beliefs about period t self’s behavior.

Step 1. We first show that Vt(h + 1) ≥ Vt(h) for all h. We do this by induction. Consider
t = T . If h ≥ X or if h ≤ X−2 then Vt(h+1) = Vt(h), since in the former case the individual meets
the threshold regardless and in the latter case the individual fails to meet the threshold regardless.
If ht = X − 1 then Proposition 3 implies that Vt(h+ 1) > Vt(h), since in the former case there is no
penalty for choosing at = 1 while in the latter case there is. Now suppose that Vt+1(h) is increasing
in h. In period t, this means that the delayed payoffs from choosing at = 1 and at = 0, respectively,
are Vt+1(ht + 1) and Vt+1(ht). Clearly, period t utility is increasing in Vt+1(ht + 1). Lemma 2
establishes that period t utility must also be increasing in Vt+1(ht), the payoff from choosing at = 0.
And since Vt+1 is increasing in ht by the induction hypothesis, this establishes that Vt must also be
increasing in ht.

Step 2. We now show that Vt(ht) is increasing in β̃ for all ht. We again do this by induction.
Consider first t = T . If hT ≥ X or if hT ≤ X − 2, then the penalty does not matter. If hT =

X − 1 then Proposition 3 implies that ∂
∂pVT (hT ) < 0 and ∂2

∂β̃∂p
VT (hT ) > 0 . Now suppose that

∂
∂pVt+1(ht+1) < 0 and ∂2

∂β̃∂p
Vt+1(ht+1) > 0. In period t, the delayed payoffs from choosing at = 1

and at = 0, respectively, are Vt+1(ht+ 1) and Vt+1(ht). The induction hypothesis implies that these
delayed payoffs decrease with p, which by Lemma 2 implies that Vt is decreasing in p. Moreover,
the induction hypothesis implies that these payoffs decrease the most for those with the lowest β̃.
Lemma 2 therefore also implies that Vt decreases the most in p for those with the lowest β̃.

D.2 Generalizations of Propositions 5 and 6

The generalizations of these propositions follow also verbatim. To establish the generalization of
Proposition 6 we only need the stronger assumptions that lead to Proposition 7.
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E Generalizations to other environments

E.1 Summary of generalizations

Continuous choice We continue to explore the robustness of our Section 2.2 results about the
undesirability of commitment contracts in Appendix E.2. Another natural question is whether the
spirit of our results carries over to continuous choice, such as costly effort provision to generate
future earnings or saving for the future. In Appendix E.2 we verify that the spirit of our results
carries over to these contexts as well. For “continuous penalty” contracts that involve a penalty of
p(X −x) for all choices of x (effort, savings) below some threshold X (as in, e.g., penalties on early
withdrawal from a savings account), we derive the following striking result both for models of effort
provision and savings for the future: If there is a positive probability of states of the world in which
the period 0 self would desire a choice of x < X under the commitment contract, then the contract
is unappealing for any β̃ ∈ [0, 1], and its perceived damages are decreasing in β̃.

For “discontinuous penalty” contracts that consist of a fixed penalty p that is paid whenever
x < X (as in, e.g., a stickk.com contract), we derive a condition similar to the one in our Bernoulli
model: If the density of cost shocks does not decrease “too quickly” in a region of cost shocks at
which individuals with β̃ ∈ [β̃, 1] are on the margin for choosing x = X, then the commitment
contract is unappealing to all individuals with β̃ in that region, and its perceived damages are
decreasing in β̃.42

Other models Finally, in Appendix E.3, we consider the robustness of our results about the
lack of demand for commitment contracts to alternative models of individual behavior that might
generate demand for commitment. We show that in models such as those of Fudenberg and Levine
(2006) and Gul and Pesendorfer (2001), penalty-based commitment contracts such as the ones we
consider can never be desired, and their expected damages are increasing in the (perceived) cost of
self-control, as in the quasi-hyperbolic model. On the other hand, choice-set restrictions are more
desirable in the costly self-control models than in the quasi-hyperbolic model,43 though uncertainty
about future costs erodes the benefits of those contracts as well.

E.2 Generalization to continuous choice

We now generalize our results about the (lack of) desirability of commitment contracts to continuous
choices. For “continuous penalty” contracts that involve a penalty of p(X − x) for all choices of x
(effort, savings) below some threshold X (as in, e.g., penalties on early withdrawal from a savings
account), we derive the following striking result both for models of effort provision and savings for

42We recognize that with continuous choice, the space of possible commitment contracts is very large. A general
penalty-based commitment contract is a function π, π(x) ≥ 0, that prescribes a penalty for any possible choice x.
Analyzing this fully general space of contracts is beyond the scope of this paper but we doubt that the spirit of results
would be different for a more exotic choice of penalties than the one we analyze.

43Intuitively, this is because a choice-set restriction eliminates a costly temptation even in states of the world in
which it would not have changed choice. See Toussaert, 2018 for further discussion.
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the future: If there is a positive probability of states of the world in which the period 0 self would
desire a choice of x < X under the commitment contract, then the contract is unappealing for any
β̃ ∈ [0, 1], and its perceived damages are decreasing in β̃.

For “discontinuous penalty” contracts that consist of a fixed penalty p that is paid whenever
x < X (as in, e.g., a stickk.com contract), we derive a condition similar to the one in our binary
model: If the density of cost shocks does not decrease “too quickly” in a region of cost shocks at
which individuals with β̃ ∈ [β̃, 1] are on the margin for choosing x = X, then the commitment
contract is unappealing to all individuals with β̃ in that region, and its perceived damages are
decreasing in β̃.44

Formally, we consider two models.

Model I: Costly effort. We consider a costly effort model as in Kaur et al. (2015), generalized to
allow for uncertainty in effort costs. Workers earn future salary y = wx at some cost of effort C(x).
In period 0, workers believe that in period 1 they will choose x to maximize β̃wx − θC(x), where
θ ∼ F is an effort cost shock. However, in period 0 their preferred choice of effort is to maximize
wx − θC(x). For simplicity, we follow Kaur et al. (2015) in assuming an isoelastic cost of effort
function, which produces a constant elasticity of earnings with respect to the wage, denoted by ε.

Model II: Saving for the future. In the savings choice model, the individual chooses an amount
x to save for the future, given initial endowment Y . In period 0, individuals believe that in period
1 they will choose x to maximize θ(Y − rx) + β̃u(x), where θ ∼ F is the uncertainty in the need
for funds in period 1, and r is the price of period 1 consumption. However, their preferred level of
savings maximizes θ(Y − rx) + u(x). As before, we simplify by assuming a CRRA functional form,
which produces a constant elasticity of saving with respect to r, denoted ε.

Continuous penalties

We begin with contracts that specify a penalty p(X − x) for choices x below a target X (x ≤ X).

Proposition 8. Consider model I.
1. If for a given commitment contract (p,X) there is a positive measure of θ for which the period

0 self would choose x∗ < X, then the commitment contract cannot be desired by anyone, and its
expected damages are decreasing in β̃.

2. Let E[x(p)|x(p) ≤ X] denote the average effort conditional on it being less than X, given
penalty p for working less than X. If E[x(p)|x(p) < X] < X

(1−β̃)ε+1
for all p ∈ [0, p̄], then expected

utility under the commitment contract is decreasing in p ∈ [0, p̄]. Consequently, no commitment
contracts of the form (p,X), p ∈ (0, p̄] are desirable.

44We recognize that with continuous choice, the space of possible commitment contracts is very large. A general
penalty-based commitment contract is a function π, π(x) ≥ 0, that prescribes a penalty for any possible choice x.
Analyzing this fully general space of contracts is beyond the scope of this paper but we doubt that the spirit of results
would be different for a more exotic choice of penalties than the one we analyze.
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An important implication of part 2 of the proposition is that what affects the possible desirability
of a commitment contract is not the likelihood that the individual will fail to meet it, but rather
the expected costs of failing to meet it. Intuitively, this is because a marginal change in the penalty
p has no effect on an individual’s utility in states of the world in which he does not fail to meet the
contract. Both the benefits—which derive from behavior change—and the costs—which derive from
the paying the penalty—of the marginal change lie only in the region in which the individual fails
to meet it. Consequently, if conditional on failing to meet the contract the individual fails to meet
it by a lot, a marginal change in p decreases expected period 0 utility. If this is true for all marginal
changes between 0 and p̄, then integration of the marginal changes implies that no penalties in [0, p̄]

can be welfare enhancing.

Proof. For a realization θ, suppose that the period 0 expected choice under the contract is x∗(θ, p) <
X. Now for this taste-shock,

d

dp
((w + p)x∗ − θC(x∗)−Xp) =

dx∗

dp
(w + p− θC ′(x∗))− (X − x∗)

=
dx∗

dp
(w + p− β̃(w + p))− (X − x∗)

= (1− β̃)(w + p)
dx∗

dp
− (X − x∗)

= (1− β̃)x∗ε− (X − x∗)

= ((1− β̃)ε+ 1)x∗ −X (15)

where ε = dx
dw ·

p+w
x is the elasticity of effort with respect to the wage. Clearly, increasing p has no

effect for states of the world in which x∗ ≥ X. Integrating over θ, the net impact of increasing p is
thus

Pr(x∗ < X)
(

((1− β̃)ε+ 1)E [x∗|x∗ < X]−X
)

Next, taking the derivative of (15) with respect to β̃ gives

−εx∗ + ((1− β̃)ε+ 1)
dx∗

dβ̃
= −εx∗ + ((1− β̃)ε+ 1)

x∗ε

β̃

= εx∗

[
1 + (1− β̃)ε

β̃
− 1

]
> 0

Taking expectations, this implies that the expected utility V (p,X) from the contract satisfies
d2

dβ̃dp
V > 0 as long as there is a positive measure of states for which x∗ < X. This implies that if

at some value p = q there is a positive measure of states for which a β̃ = 1 individual would expect
to choose x∗ < X, d2

dβ̃dp
V > 0 for all β̃ ∈ [0, 1] and p ≤ q. But since d

dpV < 0 for β̃ = 1, this implies

that d
dpV < 0 for all β̃ ∈ [0, 1].
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Proposition 9. Consider model II.
1. If for a given commitment contract (p,X) there is a positive measure of θ for which the period

0 self would choose x∗ < X, then the commitment contract cannot be desired by anyone, and its
expected damages are decreasing in β̃.

2. Let E[x(p)|x(p) ≤ X] denote the average effort conditional on it being less than X, given
penalty p for working less than X. If E[x(p)|x(p) < X] < X

(1−β̃)ε+1
for all p ∈ [0, p̄], then expected

utility under the commitment contract is decreasing in p ∈ [0, p̄]. Consequently, no commitment
contracts of the form (p,X), p ∈ (0, p̄] are desirable.

Proof. For a realization θ, suppose that the period 0 expected choice under the contract is x∗(θ, p) <
X. Now for this taste-shock,

d

dp
(u(x∗ + θ(Y − (r + p)x∗ − pX))) =

dx∗

dp
(u′(x∗)− θ(r + p))− θ(X − x∗)

=
dx∗

dp

(
1

β̃
θ(r + p)− θ(r + p)

)
− θ(X − x∗)

= (1/β̃ − 1)θ(r + p)
dx∗

dp
− θ(X − x∗)

= (1/β̃ − 1)θx∗ε− θ(X − x∗)

= θ((1/β̃ − 1)ε+ 1)x∗ − θX (16)

where ε = dx
dr ·

r+p
x is the elasticity. Clearly, increasing p has no effect for states of the world in

which x∗ ≥ X. Integrating over θ, the net impact of increasing p is thus

θPr(x∗ < X)
(

(1/β̃ − 1)E [x∗|x∗ < X]−X
)

Next, taking the derivative of (16) with respect to 1/β̃ gives

−εθx∗ + θ((1/β̃ − 1)ε+ 1)
dx∗

d(1/β̃)
= −εθx∗ + ((1/β̃ − 1)ε+ 1)

x∗ε

β̃

= εx∗

[
(1/β̃ − 1)ε+ 1

β̃
− 1

]
> 0

Taking expectations, this implies that the expected utility V (p,X) from the contract satisfies
d

dβ̃dp
V > 0 as long as there is a positive measure of states for which x∗ < X. This implies that if

at some value p = q there is a positive measure of states for which a β̃ = 1 individual would expect
to choose x∗ < X, d2

dβ̃dp
V > 0 for all β̃ ∈ [0, 1] and p ≤ q. But since d

dpV < 0 for β̃ = 1, this implies

that d
dpV < 0 for all β̃ ∈ [0, 1].
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Discontinuous penalties

Proposition 10. Consider model I and fix a contract (p,X). Let θ†(β̃) be the taste-shock for which
an individual with perceived present focus β̃ is indifferent between choosing X versus some amount
x < X. If f ′(θ)/f(θ) ≥ −1/θ for θ ∈ [θ†(β̃), θ†(1)], then the commitment contract cannot be desired
by anyone with β̃ > β̃, and its expected damages are decreasing in β̃. An analogous result holds for
model II.

Proof. Consider now contracts that specify a fixed penalty p as long as x < X. This means that in
model 1, for each p and β̃, there is a “marginal” taste-shock θ†(p, β̃) satisfying

β̃(wx(θ†)− p)− θ†C(x(θ†)) = β̃wX − θ†C(X) (17)

where x satisfies θ†C ′(x) = β̃w. Differentiating (17) with respect to β̃ using the condition θ†C ′(x)−
β̃w gives

wx− p− dθ†

dβ̃
C(x) = wX − dθ†

dβ̃
C(X)

or equivalently

dθ†

dβ̃
=

wX + p− wx
C(X)− C(x(θ†))

= θ†/β̃

This implies that θ† is a linear function of β̃, and that dθ†

dβ̃
is a constant; we define it to be γ. Now

the perceived gains from having β̃ increased are

(1− β̃)(wX + p− wx(θ†))f(θ†)γ

These gains are increasing in p if (wX + p−wx(θ†))f(θ†) is increasing in p. Now (17) is equivalent
to

β̃(wX + p− wx(θ†)) = θ†C(X)− θ†C(x(θ†))

The derivative of the right-hand side with respect to p is

dθ†

dp

(
C(X)− C(x)− θ†C ′(x)

dx

dθ†

)
But since x is decreasing in θ†, this means that C(X)−C(x)−θ†C ′(x) dx

dθ†
is positive. In particular,

differentiating the FOC yields C ′(x) + θ†C ′′(x) dx
dθ†

= 0, or dx
dθ†

= −C′
θ†C′′

= − β̃w
θ2C′′ . Since

dx
dw = β̃

θC′′ , it
follows that dx

dθ†
= − w

θ†
dx
dw = − x

θ†
ε.

Consequently d
dp(X + p− wx(θ†)) has the same sign as dθ†

dp . Now by the envelope theorem, the
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derivative of (17) with respect to p is

−β̃ − C(x)
dθ†

dp
= −C(X)

dθ†

dp

which shows that
dθ†

dp
=

β̃

C(X)− C(x(θ†)
> 0

Consequently,

dθ†

dp

(
C(X)− C(x)− θ†C ′(x)

dx

dθ†

)
= β̃

C(X)− C(x) + xεC ′(x)

C(X)− C(x)

and thus
d

dp
(wX + p− wx(θ†)) =

C(X)− C(x) + xεC ′(x)

C(X)− C(x)
≥ 1

By the chain rule, the condition for (wX + p− wx(θ†))f(θ†) to be non-decreasing in p is that

f ′(θ†)

f(θ†)
≥ −C(X)− C(x) + xεC ′(x)

C(X)− C(x)
· 1

w(X − x) + p

1
dθ†

dp

= − 1

β̃

C(X)− C(x) + xεC ′(x)

w(X − x) + p

= − 1

θ†
w(X − x) + p+ xεw

w(X − x) + p

A sufficient condition is thus that f ′(θ)
f(θ) ≥ −1/θ.

E.3 Costly self control

Finally, we consider whether our predictions about the impact of uncertainty on commitment de-
mand carry over to alternative models of self-control problems; in particular, models of costly
self-control, as in Fudenberg and Levine (2006) and Gul and Pesendorfer (2001). We assume that
the tempting option is to choose a = 0, which incurs no immediate costs, and we assume that the
self control cost is linear (as in Gul and Pesendorfer (2001), or Assumption 5’ of Fudenberg and
Levine (2006)). This means that in period 1, the individual’s utility in a contract with penalty p
for choosing a = 0 is given by −p+a · [b+ p− (1 + γ)c] ,where γ is the marginal cost of self control.
The individual’s utility in period 1 when the choice-set is restricted to A = {1} is given by (b−c). In
period 0, the individual chooses the contract if it increases expected period 1 utility. The expected
utility from a p-penalty-contract is

F (c†)(b+ p− (1 + γ)E[c|c ≤ c†])− p
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where c† = b+p
1+γ . By the envelope theorem, the derivative of that with respect to p is −(1− F (c†)).

Thus, utility is strictly decreasing in p when F
(
b+p
1+γ

)
< 1. This means that as long as there is some

chance that c < b/(1 + γ), a penalty-based contract can only decrease utility. Moreover, since the
loss (1− F (c†)) is decreasing in c†, this means that penalties are least attractive to those with the
highest (perceived) costs of self-control.

Consider now choice-set restrictions. The utility with a choice-set restriction is b − E[c], while
the utility without it is

∫
c≤b/(1+γ)(b− (1 + γ)c)dF (c). The impact of the restriction is thus

∫
c≤b/(1+γ)

γcdF (c) +

∫
c≥b/(1+γ)

(b− c)dF (c) ≤ γ
∫
c≤b

cdF (c) +

∫
c≥b

(b− c)dF (c)

The inequality follows because γc ≥ b−c iff c ≥ b/(1+γ). To get a quantitative sense of this, suppose
that c is uniform on [0, c̄], and normalize b = 1. Then E[c|c > 1] − 1 = c̄−1

2 and E[c|c < b] = b/2.
Then the gains are negative if γ(1/2)(1/c̄) ≤ c̄−1

c̄
c̄−1

2 , or if γ ≤ (c̄− 1)2. For example, suppose that
γ = 0.3, which is equivalent to weighting delayed benefits relative to costs by a factor of β = 0.77.
In this case, the gains from full commitment are negative if c̄ > 1.55. Compared to the uniform costs
case in the present focus model, this implies that binding commitment contracts are more desirable
for individuals with costly self-control, for a given “weight” on delayed benefits versus immediate
costs.

F Further study details

Table A.1: Study Details by Wave

Notes: This table describes the variations in the study across the three waves of implementation.
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Table A.2: Study Demographics by Wave

Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Total
Female 0.64 0.61 0.56 0.60

(0.48) (0.49) (0.50) (0.49)

Agea 29.94 34.20 33.49 32.84
(11.59) (14.83) (14.89) (14.16)

Student, full-time 0.65 0.52 0.54 0.56
(0.48) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50)

Working, full or part-time 0.51 0.64 0.64 0.61
(0.50) (0.48) (0.48) (0.49)

Married 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.26
(0.42) (0.45) (0.44) (0.44)

Advanced degreeb 0.40 0.48 0.49 0.46
(0.49) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50)

Incomea 46457 59227 58122 55483
(41190) (48413) (49491) (47238)

Days visited in past 4 weeks, recorded 7.00 7.87 6.06 7.06
(5.77) (6.21) (5.49) (5.92)

Visits in past 100 days

Days visited, recorded 24.55 21.53 20.86 22.13
(18.30) (17.55) (17.24) (17.71)

Days visited, self-recollection 33.83 30.16 28.16 30.51
(22.68) (21.13) (20.39) (21.42)

Days that I should have gone, but didn’t 29.62 31.20 30.39 30.52
(22.83) (24.09) (23.92) (23.69)

N 350 528 414 1,292
Notes:
a. Imputed from categorical ranges.
b. A graduate degree beyond a B.A. or B.S.
This table shows the means of demographic variables reported in the study across the three waves of
implementation. The table also summarizes data on past visit frequencies to the gym. “Recorded”
visits are obtained from the fitness center’s log-in records, while “self-recollection” refers to partici-
pants’ reported estimates of their own past visits.
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G Further results on take-up of commitment contracts

G.1 Commitment contract take-up rates by expected attendance

Table A.3: Take-up rate by expected attendance (α); Non-treated

Chose “More” Chose “More” Chose “Fewer” Chose “Fewer”
Chose “More” Given α Given α Chose “Fewer” Given α Given α

Contract ≤ T-2 ≤ T-4 Contract ≥ T+1 ≥ T+3
Threshold (T) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8 visits 0.64 0.56 0.55 0.35 0.35 0.34
12 visits 0.52 0.38 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.33
16 visits 0.36 0.26 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.39

Notes: Sample includes all participants not given the information treatment. Expected attendance is in the
absence of incentives. Each column reports the take-up rate of a commitment contract for either more or
fewer visits than the threshold, with the sample limited in columns (2), (3), (5), and (6) by participants’
expectations of gym visits. All take-up rates are computed for control group participants exclusively. ***
denotes those differences that are statistically significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.

Table A.4: Take-up rate by expected attendance (α); All

Chose “More” Chose “More” Chose “Fewer” Chose “Fewer”
Chose “More” Given α Given α Chose “Fewer” Given α Given α

Contract ≤ T-2 ≤ T-4 Contract ≥ T+1 ≥ T+3
Threshold (T) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8 visits 0.64 0.60 0.60 0.35 0.31 0.30
12 visits 0.49 0.39 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.30
16 visits 0.32 0.24 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.33

Notes: Sample includes all participants, including those given the information treatment. Expected atten-
dance is in the absence of incentives. Each column reports the take-up rate of a commitment contract for
either more or fewer visits than the threshold, with the sample limited in columns (2), (3), (5), and (6) by
participants’ expectations of gym visits.

Table A.5: Correlation of take-up by expected attendance (α); Non-treated

All α ≤ T-2 α ≤ T-4 α ≥ T+1 α ≥ T+3 α ≤ 6 α ≥ 17
Threshold (T) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

8 visits 0.37*** 0.40*** 0.54*** 0.36*** 0.39*** 0.40*** 0.40***
12 visits 0.29*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.29*** 0.23*** 0.37*** 0.26***
16 visits 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.30*** 0.31*** 0.24*** 0.33*** 0.31***

Notes: Sample includes all participants not given the information treatment. Expected attendance is in the
absence of incentives. Each column reports the correlation between the take-up of commitment contracts
for more and fewer visits than the threshold, with the sample limited in columns (2)-(7) by participants’
expectations of gym visits. All take-up rates are computed for control group participants exclusively. ***
denotes those differences that are statistically significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.
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Table A.6: Correlation of take-up by expected attendance (α); All

All α ≤ T-2 α ≤ T-4 α ≥ T+1 α ≥ T+3 α ≤ 6 α ≥ 17
Threshold (T) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

8 visits 0.38*** 0.40*** 0.46*** 0.38*** 0.39*** 0.39*** 0.41***
12 visits 0.25*** 0.24*** 0.29*** 0.31*** 0.26*** 0.31*** 0.32***
16 visits 0.25*** 0.24*** 0.24*** 0.34*** 0.34*** 0.27*** 0.34***

Notes: Sample includes all participants, including those given the information treatment. Expected atten-
dance is in the absence of incentives. Each column reports the correlation between the take-up of commitment
contracts for more and fewer visits than the threshold, with the sample limited in columns (2)-(7) by par-
ticipants’ expectations of gym visits. *** denotes those differences that are statistically significantly
different from 0 at the 1% level.

G.2 Commitment contract take-up in treatment group and its correlates

Table A.7: Commitment contract take-up by treated individuals

Chose “More” Chose “Fewer”
Chose “More” Chose “Fewer” Given Chose Given Chose

Contract Contract “Fewer” “More” Diff Diff
Threshold (1) (2) (3) (4) (3)-(1) (4)-(2)
8 visits 0.63 0.33 0.89 0.47 0.26*** 0.14***
12 visits 0.46 0.31 0.62 0.41 0.16*** 0.11***
16 visits 0.29 0.24 0.45 0.38 0.16*** 0.14***

Notes: Column (1) reports take-up rates of commitment contracts to visit the gym at least 8,
12, or 16 days over the next four weeks (i.e., take-up of the “more” contract). Column (2) shows
take-up rates of commitment contracts to visit the gym less than 8, 12, or 16 days over the same
period (i.e., take-up of the “fewer” contract). Columns (3) and (4) shows the take-up rates of each
type of commitment contract conditional on having chosen the other type of commitment contract.
Columns (5) and (6) display the difference in the take-up rates of column (3) versus column (1)
in column (5) and the difference in the take-up rates of column (4) versus column (2) in column
(6). *** denotes those differences that are statistically significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.
All take-up rates are computed for the treatment group participants exclusively. Over three study
waves, all participants faced the choice of both commitment contracts at the 12 visit threshold
(N=652), while the 8 visit and 16 visit commitment contracts were only shown in the first two
waves (N=437).
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Table A.8: Correlation between perceived success in contracts and expected attendance; treated
group

Subj. expected attendance w/ out incentives
(1) (2) (3)

Subj. prob succeed in “more" contract 0.07*** 0.07***
(0.02) (0.02)

Subj. prob succeed in “fewer" contract –0.04*** –0.05***
(0.01) (0.01)

N 215 215 215
“More” − “Fewer” 0.12***

(0.02)
Notes: This table displays the association between subjective beliefs about commitment contract
success and expected attendance with no incentives. Each column presents coefficient estimates
and heteroskedastic-consistent standard errors in parentheses from a separate OLS regression. Prob
succeed in “more” contract is the ex-ante self-assessed probability of attending the gym 12 or more
days during the 4-week incentive period. Prob success in “fewer” contract is the ex-ante self-assessed
probability of attending the gym fewer than 12 days during the 4-week incentive period. The
sample consists exclusively of treatment group participants in Wave 3, the only wave we elicited the
probabilities of contract success. *** denotes statistics that are statistically significantly different
from 0 at the 1% level.

Table A.9: Correlation between perceived success in contracts and take-up of contracts; treated
group

Subj. prob succeed in
“more" contract

Subj. prob succeed in
“fewer" contract

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Commit to “more" 12.35*** 14.68*** –6.39 –9.60**

(3.03) (3.01) (4.18) (4.12)
Commit to “fewer" –8.21** –11.67*** 13.79*** 16.05***

(3.80) (3.57) (3.77) (3.72)
N 215 215 215 215 215 215
“More” - “Fewer” 26.35*** -25.65***

(5.05) (5.97)
Notes: This table displays the association between commitment contract take-up and subjective
beliefs about success in the commitment contract. Each column presents coefficient estimates and
heteroskedastic-consistent standard errors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. Columns
(1)-(3) display associations with participants’ expectations of following through on the commit-
ment contract requiring attendance at the gym 12 or more days during the 4-week incentive period.
Columns (4)-(6) display associations with participants’ expectations of following through on the
commitment contract requiring attendance at the gym fewer than 12 days during the 4-week incen-
tive period. The sample consists exclusively of treatment group participants in Wave 3, the only
wave we elicited the probabilities of contract success. **,*** denote statistics that are statistically
significantly different from 0 at the 5% and 1% level respectively.
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G.3 Other correlates of commitment contract take-up

Table A.10: Other correlates of commitment contract take-up; control group

Expected attendance Past attendance Goal attendance
(1) (2) (3)

Chose “more" contract 2.58*** 1.63*** 3.05***
(0.29) (0.32) (0.29)

Chose “fewer" contract –0.60* –1.67*** –1.10***
(0.32) (0.33) (0.32)

N 1,522 1,522 1,522
“More” - “Fewer” 3.18*** 3.31*** 4.16***

(0.48) (0.52) (0.49)
Notes: This table displays the association between commitment contract take-up and attendance
patterns. Each column presents coefficient estimates and heteroskedastic-consistent standard er-
rors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. Column (1) displays the correlations between
commitment contract choice and expected days of attendance under no incentive over the 4-week in-
centive period. Column (2) displays the correlations between commitment contract choice and days
of attendance over the past 4 weeks. Column (3) presents the correlations between commitment
contract choice and goal days of attendance over the next 4 weeks. The sample consists exclusively
of control group participants. Since participants were asked about multiple commitment contracts,
each participant contributes more than 1 observation to these regressions (i.e., the data are pooled
across the different commitment contract questions). *,*** denote statistics that are statistically
significantly different from 0 at the 10% and 1% level respectively.

Table A.11: Other correlates of commitment contract take-up; treated group

Expected attendance Past attendance Goal attendance
(1) (2) (3)

Chose “more" contract 1.41*** 1.16*** 2.18***
(0.30) (0.30) (0.32)

Chose “fewer" contract –1.32*** –2.28*** –1.22***
(0.32) (0.32) (0.36)

N 1,526 1,526 1,526
“More” - “Fewer” 2.73*** 3.44*** 3.40***

(0.47) (0.47) (0.52)
Notes: This table displays the association between commitment contract take-up and attendance
patterns. Each column presents coefficient estimates and heteroskedastic-consistent standard er-
rors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. Column (1) displays the correlations between
commitment contract choice and expected days of attendance under no incentive over the 4-week in-
centive period. Column (2) displays the correlations between commitment contract choice and days
of attendance over the past 4 weeks. Column (3) presents the correlations between commitment
contract choice and goal days of attendance over the next 4 weeks. The sample consists exclusively of
treatment group participants. Since participants were asked about multiple commitment contracts,
each participant contributes more than 1 observation to these regressions (i.e., the data are pooled
across the different commitment contract questions). *** denotes statistics that are statistically
significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.
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H Further results on willingness to pay for behavior change

H.1 Correlations with fewer commitment contracts

Table A.12: Correlation between WTP for behavior change and take-up of “fewer” contracts

Take-up of fewer-visit contract
(1) (2) (3) (4)

WTP for behavior change (z-score) 0.005 0.009
(0.025) (0.025)

Expected-visits elasticity (z-score) –0.031*
(0.019)

WTP for behavior change
excl. $1 incentive (z-score) 0.000 0.007

(0.025) (0.025)
Expected-visits elasticity
excl. $1 incentive (z-score) –0.027

(0.020)
N 1,522 1,522 1,522 1,522
Take-up mean: 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32

Notes: This table displays the association between estimated WTP for behavior change (expressed
as a z-score) and take-up of “fewer” commitment contracts. Each column presents coefficient esti-
mates and cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses from separate OLS regressions. The sample
consists exclusively of control group participants (N=640). In columns (1) and (2), WTP is calcu-
lated based on all incentive levels whereas in columns (3) and (4), WTP is calculated excluding the
$1 incentive. In columns (2) and (4), the average elasticity of each individual’s visit expectations
with incentive size (expressed as a z-score) is also included. All regressions include wave fixed ef-
fects and commitment contract threshold fixed effects (i.e., 8, 12, 16 visit thresholds). * denotes a
statistic that is statistically significantly different from 0 at the 10% level.

H.2 Estimates of β̃

Formally, for each set of incentives pk and pk+1, WTP estimates wi(pk) and wi(pk+1), and expected
attendances αi(pk) and αi(pk+1), the moment condition is

E

[
wi(pk)− wi(pk+1)− (pk+1 − pk)

E[αi(pk)] + E[αi(pk+1)]

2
+ (bi + p1)(1− β̃i)(αi(pk)− αi(pk+1))

]
= 0

Since there are five pairs of adjacent incentives, we have five such moment conditions. Letting ˆ̃
β

denote the parameter, the GMM estimator chooses the parameter ˆ̃
β that minimizes(

m(β̃)−m(
ˆ̃
β)
)′
W
(
m(β̃)−m(

ˆ̃
β)
)
,

,where m(ξ) are the theoretical moments, m(
ˆ̃
β) are the empirical moments, and W is the optimal

weighting matrix given by the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the moment conditions.
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We approximate W using a two-step estimator outlined in Hall (2005). In the first step, we set W
equal to the identity matrix,45 and use this to solve the moment conditions for ˆ̃

β, which we denote
ˆ̃
β1. Since ˆ̃

β1 is consistent, by Slutsky’s theorem the sample residuals û will also be consistent. We
then use these residuals to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the moment conditions, S,
given by Cov(zu), where z are the instruments for the moment conditions. We then minimize

(
m(β̃)−m(

ˆ̃
β)
)′
Ŵ
(
m(β̃)−m(

ˆ̃
β)
)

using Ŵ = Ŝ−1, which gives the optimal ˆ̃
β (Hansen, 1982).

H.3 Estimates of β/β̃

Under the maintained assumption that c is i.i.d. across time, an individual’s expected number of
attendances is given by TF (β̃(b + p)), where T is the number of periods. In contrast, the rational
expectation is TF (β(b + p)). Consequently, the perceived attendance α(p) and actual average
attendance α∗(p) can be expressed as α(p) = A(β̃(b + p)) and α∗(p) = A(β(b + p)), for A = TF .
So if α(0) = a∗(p∗), then β̃b = β(b+ p∗), and thus

β/β̃ = b/(b+ p∗).

To implement the estimator, we estimate four moment conditions. First, we model actual average
attendance as quadratic in p: α∗(p) = a0 + a1p+ a2p

2, which leads to the three moment conditions
E[α∗i (p)−(a0 +a1p+a2p

2)]pk = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2. The fourth moment condition for average expected
attendance is simply E[αi(0) − ᾱ0] = 0. Our estimate of naivete is then given by n̂ = b/(b + p̂∗),
where p̂∗ is the solution to â0 + â1p + â2p

2 = ᾱ0. We compute the standard error for n̂ using the
delta method.

We compute the standard errors of the parameter vector (â0, â1, â2, ˆ̄α0) using the two-step
estimator described in the preceding appendix section (H.2).

H.4 Dollar value of exercise

We provide two “back of the envelope calculations” of the dollar benefit of an hour of exercise.
Our goal is not to provide a comprehensive review of the literature on the value of exercise, but to
demonstrate that the literature provides a range of possible values. We then use that range when
calculating values for β̃.

Sun et al. (2014) find a median difference of 0.112 Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) between
a group that was inactive over a two-year period and a group that exercised on average at least
2.5 hours per week over the two-year period controlling for sociodemographic characteristics (age,

45One other common approach is to use (zz′)−1as the weighting matrix in the first-stage, where z is a vector of
the instruments in the moment equations. We confirmed our standard errors and point estimates are the same under
both choices.
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race/ethnicity, living arrangement, income, and education) and health status (e.g., smoking and
BMI). If we adopt 50,000 dollars as the value for a QALY (Neumann et al., 2014), the benefit from
an hour of exercise is:

0.112× ($50000)/(2.5× 104) = $21.5

Despite the inclusion of control variables, this study likely overstates the causal effect of exercise
because it does not control for other factors that may affect the difference in QALYs between the
two groups such as diet before and during the period of study and exercise before the period of
study.

Blair et al. (1989) examine the association between mortality risk and exercise over a fifteen-year
period among a population of healthy non-geriatric adults. They find that a male who moved from
the least fit quintile to the average of the other four quintiles would reduce his chances of dying
by 36.7%, and a female who made a similar move would reduce her chances of dying by 48.4%.
The authors also find that a brisk walk of 30 to 60 minutes each day would be sufficient to move
an individual to a plateau where further exercise would not further lower the risk of death. If we
assume that 45 minutes per day of exercise would at least move a person out of the lowest quintile
of exercise and into the upper four quintiles (a smaller change than reaching the plateau), then it
would lead to the reported reductions in mortality (36.7% for men and 48.4% for women). The
paper reports an age-adjusted all-cause mortality rate of 64 per 10,000 person years among men in
the lowest quintile of exercise and 39.5 per 10,000 person years among women in the lowest quintile.
The sample in our study is 61.2% female and 38.8% male with an average age of 34 years. Assuming
men age 34 years have a death rate of 161 per 100,000 and women age 34 have a death rate of 85 per
100,000, the weighted average reduction in the death rate from this level of exercise for an individual
of age 34 in our sample is46

reduction in deathrate = 0.388 ∗ 0.367 ∗ 161/100, 000 + 0.612 ∗ 0.484 ∗ 85/100, 000 = 48.1/100, 000

The value of the exercise then depends on the value of remaining life for a 34-year-old. If we adopt
the SVL (statistical value of life) used by the US Environmental Protection Agency of 9.0 million
dollars, we obtain

48.1/100, 000× 9, 000, 000 = $4329

Since the exercise required to achieve this gain was 45 minutes per day, the value of an hour of
exercise is:

$4329/(0.75× 365) = $15.81

46NCHS, National Vital Statistics System, Mortality. “United States Life Tables, 2014”. National Vital Statistics
Reports Vol. 66 No. 4. August 14, 2017.
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Alternatively, we could assume that a QALY is worth $50,000, use life tables to calculate the
probability of survival to each age beyond 34, and calculate the present discounted value (PDV)
of life remaining. Using a discount rate of 2%, we calculate $1,431,000 for men and $1,519,000 for
women. Performing similar calculations to the ones above for men and women and then taking the
weighted average based on the fraction of each gender in the sample, we obtain $2.60 per hour of
exercise. Since part of the reason for discounting is to take account of the decreasing probability of
survival at higher ages, it may be appropriate to apply an even lower discount rate. If we assume
a discount rate of 0% so that the decrease in the contribution of QALYs at higher ages is entirely
attributable to a decreased probability of survival, the value of life remaining past age 34 increases
to $2,189,000 for men and $2,390,000 for women, and the value of an hour of exercise increases to
$4.01.

I Elicitation of WTP for Piece-Rate Incentives - Instructions

Our online component contained a section designed to elicit willingness to pay for incentive pro-
grams. This section began by explaining to participants that as part of the study, they might receive
an incentive program that would pay them based on the number of days they exercise at their gym
(the fitness gym we partnered with). The online component then explained that we wanted to know
the value they placed on different incentive programs and how often they thought they might go to
the gym under these programs. See Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: Introduction to Willingness to Pay Section of the Study

Next, the study explained to participants the concept of willingness to pay, drawing on the
example of a one dollar per day incentive that ran over the next four weeks. See Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Explanation of Willingness to Pay for $1 Incentive Program

Since participants may not have been familiar with the idea of willingness to pay, we presented
them with a row of decisions arranged in a table, where each decision asked them whether they
preferred the one dollar per day incentive or a fixed payment. See Figures A.3 and A.4.

Figure A.3: Instructions for Decision Table
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Figure A.4: Decision Table

The study then asked participants whether their answers matched their preferences and gave
them the chance to fill out the table again if they did not. The example in Figure A.5 is for a
participant who switched from the one dollar incentive to the fixed payment at Decision 6 indicating
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a willingness to pay between eight and ten dollars.

Figure A.5: Comprehension Check for Table

From this point, the study explained that a slider is a faster way to answer these types of
questions, instructed participants on its use, and asked them to position a slider to indicate their
willingness to pay for a one dollar per day incentive program that would last 4 weeks. See Figure
A.6.

Figure A.6: Slider for WTP for $1 per Day Incentive Program
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Once the participants positioned the slider, the study asked them the two questions shown below
to determine whether their answers were consistent with their preferences. See Figure A.7.

Figure A.7: Comprehension Check for Slider

If the participant answered correctly, she was taken to instructions for filling out the rest of the
willingness to pay section of the study. If the participant answered incorrectly, she was shown the
following explanation (see Figure A.8) and given the chance to try again.

Figure A.8: Explanation of Incorrect Answer

If the participant answered correctly on her second try, she was advanced directly to the next
set of instructions. If the participant answered incorrectly on her second try, she was given another
explanation of the correct answer and then advanced to the instructions. The instructions explained
that at the end of the online component, one of the incentive programs would be randomly selected
and the participant would either be given that program or a fixed payment with the choice to be
determined by the preferences she had indicated on the online component. See Figure A.9. After
being presented with some answers to frequently asked questions (see Figure A.10), participants
were instructed to use sliders to indicate their attendance projections and willingness to pay for
programs paying 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, or 12 dollars per day. See Figures A.11 and A.12. The order of
presentation was randomized across participants.
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Figure A.9: Explanation of Incentive Program Selection

If participants positioned the slider on its highest possible value, they were taken to a separate
fill in the blank question where they were asked to indicate the smallest fixed amount they would
prefer over the incentive program. The example in Figure A.13 is taken from the question that
would have been the follow-up to the question above for the one dollar per day incentive where the
highest possible value on the slider was thirty dollars.

At the end of the online component, an incentive program and fixed payment were randomly
drawn for each participant and the online component explained to the participant whether, in
accordance with their preferences, they would receive the fixed payment or the incentive program.
The example in Figure A.14 is for a participant whose choices revealed that she would prefer the
fixed payment that was drawn to the incentive program that was drawn.
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Figure A.10: Frequently Asked Questions

Figure A.11: Instructions for Incentive Program Questions
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Figure A.12: Page for $1 Per-Day Gym Visit Incentive

Figure A.13: Fill In the Blank for Off Slider WTP
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Figure A.14: End of Online Component Announcement of Fixed Payment or Incentive Program
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